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1 Introduction
Computer software is an integral part of today’s society. It is often the case that software
does not work as expected, either by human mistake or because of invalid assumptions
made during development. Such bugs may cause huge financial losses, as the bug in
Knight’s software that caused a $440 million loss in just 30 minutes1 , or even loss of life.
The Microsoft Zune Z2K bug2 , caused by non-termination, shows that one of the
most important properties for software correctness is termination, which proven by Alan
Turing in 1936, is undecidable in general [Tur36]. This means that there cannot exist a
program that, given any other program, decides whether it terminates. Still, for some
programs termination can be proven. The traditional method, proposed by Alan Turing
in [Tur49], consists of inferring ranking functions. A ranking function is a function from
program states to elements of a well-ordered set whose values decrease during program
execution. Once such a ranking function is found for a program, we know that the
program terminates, since given any state of the program the ranking function limits
the number of steps possible during execution.
In [CC12] Patrick Cousot and Radhia Cousot prove the existence of a most precise
ranking function that can be derived by abstract interpretation, a mathematical theory
of sound approximation of the semantics of a computer program developed by Patrick
Cousot and Radhia Cousot [CC77, Cou78]. Abstract interpretation allows defining various semantics of computer programs at different levels of detail and relating them.
Soundness in the context of abstract interpretation means that a semantics always overapproximates the semantics it abstracts. The most precise ranking function defined
in [CC12] is one such semantics, called the termination semantics. Still, the termination
semantics is not computable in general.
FuncTion, a static analyzer developed by Caterina Urban at École Normale Supérieure
[Urb15a], is able to infer piecewise-defined ranking functions for programs written in a
C-like language by abstract interpretation of the termination semantics introduced by
Cousot and Cousot. To do this, she introduces the decision trees abstract domain which
is a sound and decidable abstraction of the termination semantics. The abstraction
simplifies the problem by allowing the ranking function to be partially undefined. This
means that in the worst case, the ranking function does not prove termination for any
state of the program.
1

http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2012-08-02/knight-shows-how-to-lose-440million-in-30-minutes
2
https://techcrunch.com/2008/12/31/zune-bug-explained-in-detail/
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FuncTion has only very limited support for heap manipulating programs. Since most
programs use dynamic data structures which require a heap, FuncTion is not able to
prove termination for a large set of programs. The goal of this project is the development
of a new static analysis based on the termination semantics for proving termination of
heap-manipulating programs and the implementation of this analysis in FuncTion. To
motivate our work let us consider such a program:
Example 1.0.1 – List Traversal. Let us consider the following program:
while 1 l 6= null do
2 l := l.next
od3
which implements a traversal of a linked list. The label 1 represents the initial control
point of the program, the label 2 represent the control point before the assignment
l := l.next and the label 3 represents the final control point of the program. The
loop follows the next references until null is reached. Even though this program only
consists of two lines, proving its termination is already quite sophisticated: using an
implementation of a linked list which allows cycles, as is common in C, means that
the program only terminates if the list pointed to by l is acyclic. A ranking function,
partitioned over the program control points of the program, for Example 1.0.1 is:
(
2|l| + 1
l is acyclic in s
def
f (1) = λs.
(undefined otherwise
f (2)

def

=

λs.

f (3)

def

λs. 0

=

2|l|
l is acyclic in s
undefined otherwise

where s is a program state and |l| is the length of the list pointed to by l. At the final
program control point 3 the program is terminated and thus no instructions are needed.
At the program control point 2 the program needs 2|l| more steps to termination for
acyclic lists and is undefined otherwise and at the initial control point 1 the program
needs 2|l| + 1 steps to termination for acyclic lists and is undefined otherwise. For
example, a list of length 1 needs 3 steps to termination: the initial test at control point
1, the assignment at control point 2 and the final test at control point 1.
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Another, much harder program, is an implementation of a counting-out game, also
known as the Josephus Problem3 :
Example 1.0.2 – Josephus Problem. Let us consider the following program:
while 1 l 6= l.next do
2 l.next := l.next.next
3 l := l.next
4
od
which implements a counting-out game. People (represented as list entries) are standing
in a circle, waiting to be executed. Counting begins at a specified point (where l initially
points to) and in a specific direction (following the next field). In each iteration one
person is skipped and the following person is executed. This is repeated until only one
person remains (when l = l.next). It is assumed that the input of the Josephus Problem
is a cyclic list, in which case the algorithm terminates since the cycle gets smaller with
each iteration. But the algorithm also terminates for any list that ends in a cycle.
Example 1.0.1 and Example 1.0.2 show that finding ranking functions for program
manipulating heaps often involves reasoning about the shape of the heap, which can be
quite tricky. Programs, such as Example 1.0.2, that manipulate the heap during execution make this even harder. Inferring ranking functions as shown in Example 1.0.1 gives
the developer not only the very important termination guarantee for the right input, but
also the valuable information that calling this program might not terminate for other
inputs.
The main contribution of this thesis is the development of a heap abstraction which
is then used to extend FuncTion’s decision tree abstract domain to be able to prove
termination of heap-manipulating programs. We focus on programs manipulating lists,
where the termination argument depends on the size of the list such as Example 1.0.1
and 1.0.2. The resulting abstraction shows promising results for programs that have no
heap manipulating statements, such as Example 1.0.1, or very little heap manipulating
statements, such as Example 1.0.2, where we are able to infer ranking functions representing all terminating states.
The remainder of this thesis is structured as follows: in Chapter 2 we extend the
syntax and semantics of FuncTion to allow heap manipulating statements. The novel
heap abstraction is introduced in Chapter 3 and the extension of FuncTion’s termination
abstraction using the heap abstraction is presented in Chapter 4. In Chapter 5 we briefly
discuss the implementation in FuncTion and then evaluate the implemented analysis.
3

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Josephus_problem
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The final Chapter, Chapter 6, shows possible future work. We assume that the reader is
familiar with abstract interpretation, otherwise we refer to [Urb15b, Chapter 2] for an
overview or [CC92] for an exhaustive presentation.

2 Language & Semantics
We formalize our results with respect to a small imperative language. Specifically we
extend the language defined in [Urb15b, Chapter 3] to support heap manipulating constructs such as allocation, field dereference and field updates. The variables are statically
typed and either of type Z, the set of mathematical integers, or of type reference. We
do not explicitly type the variables but assume that a program is correctly typed.

2.1 Syntax
We first extend the syntax of the language with additional constructs for heap manipulation. The new syntax is inductively defined in Figure 2.1 with the new rules highlighted
in gray. We distinguish between variables of type Z denoted by Num and variables of
type reference denoted by Ref. Together they form the set of variables Var = Num ∪ Ref
where Num ∩ Ref = ∅. To simplify the presentation we have no notion of classes but
instead define a set of fields Field, that can be used in field dereference expressions. We
assume that each instance in the heap has all the fields in Field. In the discussion we
focus on the newly introduced rules of the syntax. For a more thorough discussion of
the other rules see the original definition in [Urb15b, Chapter 3].
The main addition is the introduction of reference expressions rexp which involve
variables of type reference x ∈ Ref, the special reference null which represents a null
reference and the new expression new which returns the reference of a new instance. We
have also introduced the field dereference expression x.f where we distinguish between
field dereference expressions that return an arithmetic value, defined in aexp, and field
dereference expressions that return a reference, defined in rexp.
Boolean expressions bexp can now also be built by comparing reference expressions
using reference equality.
Statements now also support field assignments for arithmetic expressions x.f := aexp,
assignments for reference expressions x := rexp and field assignments for reference expressions x.f := rexp.

2 Language & Semantics
aexp


x ∈ Num
x ∈ Ref, f ∈ Field
i1 ∈ Z ∪ {−∞}, i2 ∈ Z ∪ {+∞}, i1 ≤ i2

::=
|
|
|
|

x
x.f
[i1 , i2 ]
− aexp
aexpop aexp

rexp

::=
|
|
|

x
x.f
null
new

bexp

::=
|
|
|
|
|

?
not bexp
bexp and bexp
bexp or bexp
aexp op aexpr
rexp op rexp

::=
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

skip
x := aexp
x.f := aexp
x := rexp
x.f := rexp
ifbexp then stmt else stmt fi
while bexp do stmt od
stmt stmt

::=

stmt

stmt

prog

op ∈ {+, −, ∗, /}
x ∈ Ref
x ∈ Ref, f ∈ Field

op ∈ {<, ≤, =, 6=}
op ∈ {=, 6=}

x ∈ Var
x ∈ Var, f ∈ Field
x ∈ Var
x ∈ Var, f ∈ Field

Figure 2.1: The syntax of our programming language based on the programming language defined in [Urb15b, Chapter 3]. The new rules are highlighted in gray.
In the following the initial control point iJstmtK of an instruction stmt defines where
the execution of the instruction starts and the final control point f JstmtK defines where
the execution of the instruction stmt ends.
In the following sections we define various semantics for our small imperative language.
These allow reasoning at various levels of detail about properties of programs written in
our language.
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2.2 Expression Semantics
We now define the semantics of expressions which is later used to define the invariance
semantics (cf. Section 2.3) and the termination semantics (cf. Section 2.4). The original
expression semantics was only defined for variables of type Z and therefore did not
have a notion of heap. We first introduce a notion of store to formalize the heap and
then define the semantics of arithmetic expressions aexp, reference expressions rexp and
boolean expressions bexp. In the discussion we focus on the newly introduced rules for
arithmetic and boolean expressions (highlighted in gray in Figure 2.2 and Figure 2.4)
and the semantics for reference expressions.
Let Loc be the set of all possible locations in the heap. We use the special location
null to denote an undefined reference. We define Val = Z ∪ Loc as the set of values a
variable can have.
Definition 2.2.1. An environment e : Var → Val is a function that maps each program
variable x ∈ Var to its value e(x) ∈ Val. We denote the set of all environments by Env.
A store s : Loc × Field * Val maps each combination of location l ∈ Loc and field
f ∈ Field to its value s(l, f ) ∈ Val or is undefined in case the field is not yet initialized.
We denote the set of all stores by Store. We assume that, for all fields f ∈ Field and all
stores s ∈ Store, s(null, f ) is undefined. Intuitively this means that the location null has
no fields.
A state (e, s) ∈ Env × Store is a pair of an environment and a store. We denote the
set of all states by State.
The semantics of an arithmetic expression aexp is a function J aexp K : State → P(Z)
which maps a state to the set of all possible values of aexp. The dereference expression
x.f returns the value of the field f of the reference x. Note that the result of the
expression might be empty if x is null or the result of the expression is not an integer.

2 Language & Semantics
J x K(e, s)
J x.f K(e, s)
J [a, b] K(e, s)
J − aexp K(e, s)
J aexp1 + aexp2 K(e, s)
J aexp1 − aexp2 K(e, s)
J aexp1 ∗ aexp2 K(e, s)
J aexp1 / aexp2 K(e, s)


def

=
=
def
=
def
=
def
=
def
=
def
=
def
=
def

{ e(x) | x ∈ Num }
{ s(e(x), f ) | e(x) 6= null, s(e(x), f ) ∈ Z }
{x | a ≤ x ≤ b}
{ −x | x ∈ J aexp K(e, s) }
{ x + y | x ∈ J aexp1 K(e, s), y ∈ J aexp2 K(e, s) }
{ x − y | x ∈ J aexp1 K(e, s), y ∈ J aexp2 K(e, s) }
{ x ∗ y | x ∈ J aexp1 K(e, s), y ∈ J aexp2 K(e, s) }
{ t(x / y) | x ∈ J aexp1 K(e, s), y ∈ J aexp2 K(e, s), y 6= 0 }

where t : R → Z rounds its argument towards an integer:
(
max{y ∈ Z | y ≤ x} x ≥ 0
def
t(x) =
min{y ∈ Z | y ≥ x} x < 0
Figure 2.2: Semantics of arithmetic expressions aexp. The new rules are highlighted in
gray.
The semantics of a reference expression rexpr is a function J rexpr K : State → P(Loc)
which maps a state to the set of all possible locations of rexpr. Note that, analogously
to the field dereference expression in aexp, the result of the field dereference expression
of rexp might be empty in the case where x is null or the result is not a location.
J x K(e, s)
J x.f K(e, s)
J null K(e, s)
J new K(e, s)

def

=
=
def
=
def
=

def

{ e(x) | x ∈ Ref, }
{ s(e(x), f ) | e(x) 6= null, s(e(x), f ) ∈ Loc }
{ null }
{ r | s(r) is undefined }

Figure 2.3: Semantics of reference expressions rexp.
The semantics of a boolean expression bexpr is a function J bexpr K : State → P({true,
false}) which maps a state to the set of all possible truth values of bexpr.

2 Language & Semantics
J ? K(e, s)
J not bexp K(e, s)
J bexp1 and bexp2 K(e, s)
J bexp1 or bexp2 K(e, s)
J aexp1 < aexp2 K(e, s)
J aexp1 ≤ aexp2 K(e, s)
J aexp1 = aexp2 K(e, s)
J aexp1 6= aexp2 K(e, s)
J rexp1 = rexp2 K(e, s)
J rexp1 6= rexp2 K(e, s)


def

=
=
def
=
def
=
def
=
def
=
def
=
def
=
def
=
def
=
def

{ true, false }
{ ¬x | x ∈ J bexp K(e, s) }
{ x ∧ y | x ∈ J bexp1 K(e, s), y ∈ J bexp2 K(e, s) }
{ x ∨ y | x ∈ J bexp1 K(e, s), y ∈ J bexp2 K(e, s) }
{ x < y | x ∈ J aexp1 K(e, s), y ∈ J aexp2 K(e, s) }
{ x ≤ y | x ∈ J aexp1 K(e, s), y ∈ J aexp2 K(e, s) }
{ x = y | x ∈ J aexp1 K(e, s), y ∈ J aexp2 K(e, s) }
{ x 6= y | x ∈ J aexp1 K(e, s), y ∈ J aexp2 K(e, s) }
{ x = y | x ∈ J rexp1 K(e, s), y ∈ J rexp2 K(e, s) }
{ x 6= y | x ∈ J rexp1 K(e, s), y ∈ J rexp2 K(e, s) }

Figure 2.4: Semantics of boolean expressions bexp. The new rules are highlighted in gray.

2.3 Invariance Semantics
We now extend the invariance semantics defined in [Urb15b, Chapter 3] to include our
new statements for heap manipulation (cf. Section 2.1) and use states instead of just
environments (cf. Section 2.2). The invariance semantics allows reasoning about the
states, i.e., the environments and the stores, before and after the execution of a statement. We only briefly repeat the relevant definitions and refer to [Urb15b, Chapter 3]
for a more thorough discussion.
def

τI J skip KS = S
def
τI J x := aexp KS = {(e[x ← v], s) ∈ State | (e, s) ∈ S, v ∈ JaexpK(e, s)}
def
τI J x.f := aexp KS = {(e, s[(e(x), f ) ← v) ∈ State | (e, s) ∈ S, v ∈ JaexpK(e, s)}
def
τI J x := rexp KS = {(e[x ← v], s) ∈ State | (e, s) ∈ S, v ∈ JrexpK(e, s)}
def
τI J x.f := rexp KS = {(e, s[(e(x), f ) ← v) ∈ State | (e, s) ∈ S, v ∈ JrexpK(e, s)}
def
τI J if bexp then stmt1 else stmt2 fi KS =
τI Jstmt1 K{s ∈ S | true ∈ JbexpK(s)} ∪
τI Jstmt2 K{s ∈ S | false ∈ JbexpK(s)}
def
τI J while bexp do stmt od KS = {s ∈ lfp φpost | false ∈ JbexpK(s)}
def
φpost (X) = S ∪ τI JstmtK{s ∈ X | true ∈ JbexpK(s)}
def
τI J stmt1 stmt2 KS = τI J stmt2 K(τI J stmt1 KS)
Figure 2.5: Invariance semantics of instructions stmt. The new rules are highlighted in
gray.
Figure 2.5 shows the extended invariance semantics τI J stmt K : P(State) → P(State)
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of instructions. It takes as input a set of states and outputs the set of possible states
after the execution of the statement stmt. As before the new rules are highlighted in
gray. The invariance semantics τI J prog K ∈ P(State) of a program prog returns the set
of possible program states at the final program control point f J prog K. It is defined from
the set of all program states State as:
Definition 2.3.1 (Invariance Semantics). Given a program prog, its invariance semantics τI J prog K ∈ P(State) is:
def

τI J prog K = τI J stmt K = τI J stmt K(State)

(2.1)

where τI J stmt K ∈ P(State) → P(State) is the invariance semantics of each program
instruction stmt defined in Figure 2.5.

2.4 Termination Semantics
We now extend the termination semantics defined in [Urb15b, Chapter 4] to include our
new statements for heap manipulation (cf. Section 2.1) and use states instead of just
environments (cf. Section 2.2). We focus on the new rules, highlighted in gray, for field
and reference assignments in the discussion and refer to [Urb15b, Chapter 4] for a more
thorough discussion of the other rules.
The termination semantics defines the most precise ranking function τT : State → O
for a program. It is defined starting from the final program states, where the value of
the function is zero, and retracing the program backwards while mapping each program
state in State definitely leading to a final state to an ordinal representing an upper bound
on the number of program execution steps remaining to termination. This means that
any state that might lead to a non-terminating state is not included in the termination
semantics. The domain dom(τT ) of τT is the set of states from which the program
execution terminates. To clarify, let us consider the following example:
Example 2.4.1. Let us consider the following transitions of a program:
a
c

b
d

e

f
g

The final states are the states (e) and (g). By going backwards from (e) we can reach (c)
in one step, but since (c) can also be reached by going backwards from (g) in two steps
the upper bound on the number of steps to termination for (c) is two. Going further
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backwards is not possible since (a) might be a non-terminating state because of the left
transition which leads to a loop. The resulting termination semantics is:
a
2
c

b
0
d

1
e

f
0
g

where thick states belong to the domain of the ranking function. Any state not belonging
to the termination semantics might lead to a non-termination execution.
def

τT J skip Kr = λs ∈ dom(r). r(s) + 1

def

τT J x := aexp Kr = λ(e, s).



sup{r(e[x ← v], s) + 1 | v ∈ JaexpK(e, s)}




∃v ∈ JaexpK(e, s) ∧


∀v ∈ JaexpK(e, s) : (e[x ← v], s) ∈ dom(r)



undefined
otherwise

def

τT J x.f := aexp Kr = λ(e, s).

def

τT J x := rexp Kr = λ(e, s).

def



sup{r(e, s[(e(x), n) ← v]) + 1 | v ∈ JaexpK(e, s)}



∃v ∈ JaexpK(e, s) ∧


∀v ∈ JaexpK(e, s) : (e, s[(e(x), f ) ← v]) ∈ dom(r)



undefined
otherwise



sup{r(e[x ← v], s) + 1 | v ∈ JrexpK(e, s)}




∃v ∈ JrexpK(e, s) ∧


∀v ∈ JrexpK(e, s) : (e[x ← v], s) ∈ dom(r)



undefined
otherwise

τT J x.f := rexp Kr = λ(e, s).



sup{r(e, s[(e(x), f ) ← v]) + 1 | v ∈ JrexpK(e, s)}




∃v ∈ JrexpK(e, s) ∧


∀v ∈ JrexpK(e, s) : (e, s[(e(x), f ) ← v]) ∈ dom(r)



undefined
otherwise

Figure 2.6: Termination semantics of instructions stmt. The new rules are highlighted
in gray.
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def
τT J if bexp then stmt1 else stmt2 fi Kr = F [r] ∪˙ F1 [r] ∪˙ F2 [r]

where
def
def
S1 = τT J stmt1 Kr and S2 = τT J stmt2 Kr


sup{S1 (s) + 1, S2 (s) + 1}
def
F [r] = λs ∈ dom(S1 ) ∩ dom(S2 ).
JbexpKs = {true, false}


undefined
otherwise
(
S1 (s) + 1 JbexpKs = {true}
def
F1 [r] = λs ∈ dom(S1 ).
undefined otherwise
(
S2 (s) + 1 JbexpKs = {false}
F2 [r] = λs ∈ dom(S2 ).
undefined otherwise
def

τT J while bexp do stmt od Kr = lfpv
˙ φT
def

∅

where
def
S = τT J stmt Kx
def

φT (x) = F [x] ∪˙ F1 [x] ∪˙ F2 [r]


sup{S(s) + 1, r(s) + 1}
def
F [x] = λs ∈ dom(S) ∩ dom(r).
JbexpKs = {true, false}


undefined
otherwise
(
S(s) + 1
JbexpKs = {true}
F1 [x] = λs ∈ dom(S).
undefined otherwise
def

(
r(s) + 1
JbexpKs = {false}
F2 [r] = λs ∈ dom(r).
undefined otherwise
def

def

τT J stmt1 stmt2 Kr = τT J stmt1 K(τT J stmt2 Kr)
Figure 2.7: Termination semantics of instructions stmt.
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Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7 show the extended termination semantics τT J stmt K of instructions. It takes as input a ranking function and propagates it backwards within the
program, taking into consideration the statement stmt.
The termination semantics of an assignment returns a ranking function that is defined
over the states that, when subject to the assignment, always belong to the domain of
the input ranking function (enforced by the check ∀v ∈ JrexpK(e, s) : (e, s[(e(x), f ) ∈
dom(r)). Note that the check ∃v ∈ JrexpK(e, s) makes sure that the expression rexp
returns a value. The value of the ranking function is increased by one, to take into
account another execution step, and the value of the resulting ranking function is the
least upper bound of these values.
The termination semantics of a loop instruction returns a ranking function that is
defined as the least fixpoint of the function φT : (State → O) → (State → O) within the
partially ordered set hState → O, vi, where the computational order v is defined as:
r1 v r2 ⇐⇒ dom(r1 ) ⊆ dom(r2 ) ∧ ∀x ∈ dom(r1 ) : r1 (x) ≤ r2 (x).

(2.2)

The function φT : (State → O) → (State → O) takes as input a ranking function
x : State → O and adds to its domain the states for which one more loop iteration
is needed before termination. For more details we refer to [Urb15b, Chapter 4].
The termination semantics τT J prog K ∈ State * O of a program prog is ranking function whose domain represents the terminating states, which is determined taking as
input the zero function:
Definition 2.4.1 (Termination Semantics). The termination semantics
τT J prog K ∈ State * O of a program prog is:
def

τT J prog K = τT J stmt K = τT J stmt K(λs. 0)

(2.3)

where the function τT J stmt K : (State * O) → (State * O) is the termination semantics
of each program instruction stmt defined in Figure 2.6 and Figure 2.7.
Remark. Note that possible run-time errors silently halting the program are ignored.
More specifically, all states leading to run-time errors are discarded and do not belong
to the domain of the termination semantics of a program prog.
The termination semantics τT J prog K ∈ State * O is usually not computable. In
Chapter 4, we present sound decidable abstractions of τT J prog K by means of piecewisedefined functions. The soundness is related to the approximation order 4 defined as:
r1 4 r2 ⇐⇒ dom(r1 ) ⊇ dom(r2 ) ∧ ∀x ∈ dom(r2 ) : r1 (x) ≤ r2 (x)

(2.4)

which intuitively means that a ranking function r1 is more precise than a ranking function
r2 when it is defined over a larger set of program states and when its value is always
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smaller. This means that the ranking function r1 is able to prove termination for more
program states and in fewer steps than the ranking function r2 .
In the next chapter we introduce a heap abstract domain which is later used to represent the domain of a ranking function.

3 Heap Length Abstraction with
Reachability
In this chapter, we present a heap abstraction of the invariance semantics presented
in Section 2.3. The domain is later used to prove termination of heap manipulating
programs. We do not define forward assignment or widening since they are not needed
in the following chapters. To facilitate the definition of the transformers we assume that
each statement or expression only contains a single field access1 .

3.1 Motivation & Intuition
We first give some motivation as well as intuition behind the abstract domain and then
we formally define it. The main goal of the abstract domain is to be able to prove
termination of programs manipulating lists where the termination arguments depends
on the size of the list as seen in Example 1.0.1 and Example 1.0.2.
In Chapter 4 we will use the heap abstraction to represent the domain of a ranking
function. For this the abstraction has to be precise enough to represent terminating
states without also including non-terminating states.
We first analyze some example programs to see what kind of information we need
to be able to partition the domain of the ranking function into terminating and nonterminating states. Figure 3.1 shows the terminating inputs for the traversal of Example
1.0.1.
p

null
next

p

null

next

p

next

null

...

Figure 3.1: The terminating inputs for the list traversal of Example 1.0.1.

1

This can always be achieved by rewriting the program.
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To be able to represent the terminating states, we need the information that the input
list is acyclic and has a specific length. Figure 3.2 shows part of the terminating states
for the Josephus Problem shown in Example 1.0.2.
next
p
next
next

p

next
next

p

next

...

Figure 3.2: The terminating inputs for the Josephus Problem of Example 1.0.2.
Here we need the information that the input list is cyclic as well as the length of
the cycle. Figure 3.3 shows that keeping only information about the length makes
it impossible to differentiate between a heap configuration where two references p and
q point to the same location and a heap configuration where two references point to
different locations.
(a)

p

(b)

p

q

q

Figure 3.3: Two heap configurations (a) and (b) where the references p and q point to a
list with a single element.
Both heap configurations (a) and (b) shown in Figure 3.3 can be abstracted using the
information that p and q point to a list with a single element. But using only this
information makes it impossible to distinguish between the two heap configurations (a)
and (b). To be able to distinguish these cases, we will also keep track of reachability
information between two references. In the heap configuration (a) of Figure 3.3 the
references p and q can reach each other while in the heap configuration (b) they cannot
reach each other.
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3.2 Domain
We now define the abstract domain more formally. The abstract domain is parametric
in the choice of the field f ∈ Field for which information about the path is tracked. We
first define the terms acyclic (cyclic) length and reachability and some auxiliary functions
which allow us to access the according value given a concrete state.
Definition 3.2.1. Given a concrete state s ∈ State and a reference p ∈ Ref we define
the acyclic (cyclic) length as the length of the acyclic (cyclic) part of the path starting
from the node pointed to by p using only field f in s.
We will use the functions a : Ref × Field × State → N and c : Ref × Field × State → N
to denote the acyclic length a(p, f, s) and the cyclic length c(p, f, s) respectively.
Definition 3.2.2. Given a concrete state s ∈ State and two references p, q ∈ Ref where
p 6= q we say that p can reach q if there exists a path using only the field f starting from
p to the node pointed to by q in s.
We will use the function r : Ref × Ref × Field × State → {true, false} to denote whether
p can reach q.
To clarify, let us consider the following example:
def

def

Example 3.2.1. We consider a program with Ref = {p, q} and Field = {f }. Let
s ∈ State be a state with the heap configuration shown in Figure 3.4.
f
p

f

f

f

f

q

Figure 3.4: Heap configuration of the state s in Example 3.2.1.
By Definition 3.2.1 and 3.2.2 we have a(p, f, s) = 2, c(p, f, s) = 3, a(q, f, s) = 0,
c(q, f, s) = 3, r(p, q, f, s) = true and r(q, p, f, s) = f alse.
We now define two auxiliary structures which are then used to define the abstract
domain.
Length Auxiliary Structure The length auxiliary structure is used to represent the
length information per reference. For each reference p ∈ Ref we store two intervals
representing the lower and the upper bounds on the acyclic and cyclic length. More
formally the elements of the length auxiliary structure belong to the following set:
def

L = {⊥L } ∪ {([al , au ], [cl , cu ]) | al , cl ∈ N, au , cu ∈ N ∪ {∞}, al ≤ au , cl ≤ cu }

(3.1)
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which consists of the undefined length ⊥L and the defined lengths where al (cl ) represents
the lower bound of the acyclic (cyclic) length and au (cu ) represents the upper bound
of the acyclic (cyclic) length. We will use >L to denote the state ([0, ∞], [0, ∞]) ∈ L
which represents the length where the acyclic and cyclic length can be any non-negative
number.
Reachability Auxiliary Structure For each pair of reference p, q ∈ Var where p 6= q we
keep track of reachability information. The reachability auxiliary structure is used to
represent this reachability information. The elements of the auxiliary structure belong
to the following set:
def

R = {⊥R } ∪ {R, NR} ∪ {>R }

(3.2)

which consists of the undefined reachability ⊥R where p can neither reach nor not reach
q, the reachable state R where p can reach q, the unreachable state NR where p cannot
reach q and the top state >R where p can both reach or not reach q.
Heap Abstract Domain We now define the heap abstract domain based on the auxiliary structures. The elements of this domain belong to the following set:
def

D = {⊥D } ∪ ((Var → L \ {⊥L }) × (Var × Var → R \ {⊥R }))

(3.3)

which is a reduced product of the length auxiliary structure lifted to Var and the reachability auxiliary structure lifted to Var × Var. The domain collapses all states having a
⊥L or ⊥R component into ⊥D which represents the undefined state.

3.2.1 Order
We now define a partial order for the heap abstract domain. To this end we first define
partial orders for the auxiliary structures and then define a partial order for the heap
abstraction based on the partial orders for the auxiliary structures.
Length Auxiliary Structure
defined as follows:

The partial order vL for the length auxiliary structure is
def

⊥L vL l = true
def

l vL ⊥L = false

(3.4)

([al , au ], [cl , cu ]) vL ([a0l , a0u ], [c0l , c0u ]) = [al , au ] vI [a0l , a0u ] ∧ [cl , cu ] vI [c0l , c0u ]
def

where vI is the usual partial order for intervals. Intuitively a length l ∈ L is smaller
than another length l0 ∈ L if the acyclic (cyclic) bound of l is contained in the acyclic
(cyclic) bound of l0 .
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Reachability Auxiliary Structure The partial order vR for the reachability auxiliary
structure is defined by the Hasse diagram shown in figure 3.5.
>R

R

NR

⊥R

Figure 3.5: Hasse diagram defining the order vR of the reachability auxiliary structure.
Note that R and NR are not comparable since they are used to represent opposite states.
Otherwise the order represents the fact that >R is either reachable or not reachable and
that ⊥R is undefined.
Heap Abstract Domain Based on the order vL for the length information and the
order vR for the reachability information, the order vD for the heap abstract domain
is defined as follows:
def

⊥D vD d = true
def

d vL ⊥D = false

(3.5)

def

(l1 , r1 ) vD (l2 , r2 ) = ∀p ∈ Var. l1 (p) vL l2 (p)
∧ ∀p, q ∈ Var. p 6= q =⇒ r1 (p, q) vR r2 (p, q)
which means that an element d1 ∈ D is smaller than another element d2 ∈ D if and only
if for each reference its length is smaller and for each pair of references its reachability
is smaller.
To clarify, let us consider the following example:
def

def

Example 3.2.2. We consider a program with Ref = {p} and Field = {f }. Given the
following abstract states
def

d1 = ({p 7→ ([1, 1], [2, 3])}, ∅)}
def

d2 = ({p 7→ ([0, 3], [3, 5])}, ∅)}
def

d3 = ({p 7→ ([0, 3], [1, 4])}, ∅)}
we have d1 6vD d2 , d1 vD d3 and d2 6vD d3 . d1 6vD d2 does not hold since d1 allows a
cyclic length of 2 which is not possible in d2 and d2 6vD d3 does not hold since d2 allows
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a cyclic length of 5 which is not possible in d3 .

3.2.2 Concretization
We now define the concretization function. To this end, we first define the utility function
hL : Ref → D → P(N × N):
def

hL (p, (l, r)) = {(a, c) | ([a, a][c, c]) vL l(p)}

(3.6)

which, given a reference p ∈ Ref and an element d ∈ D, returns a set of all possible pairs
of acyclic and cyclic lengths hL (p, d) represented by the length information of p in d.
We also define the utility function hR : Ref → Ref → D → P({true, false}):

{true, false}



{true}
def
hR (p, q, (l, r)) =

{false}



∅

if r(p, q) = >R
if r(p, q) = R

(3.7)

if r(p, q) = NR
if r(p, q) = ⊥R

which, given two references p, q ∈ Ref where p 6= q and an element d ∈ D, returns a set
hL (p, d) containing true if it is possible for p to reach q in d and false if it is possible for
p not to reach q in d.
Based on this the concretization function γD : D → P(State) is defined as follows:
def

γD (⊥D ) = ∅
def

γD (d) = {s ∈ State | ∀p ∈ Var. (a(p, f, s), c(p, f, s)) ∈ hL (p, d)}

(3.8)

∩ {s ∈ State | ∀p, q ∈ Var. p 6= q =⇒ r(p, q, f, s) ∈ hR (p, q, d)}
where a, c and r are defined as in Definition 3.2.1 and 3.2.2. Intuitively this means
that the concretization of an element d ∈ D returns all states s ∈ State such that the
constraints described by the length and reachability information in d are satisfied in the
heap configuration of s. For this the auxiliary function a, c and r are used to check
that the acyclic length, the cyclic length and the reachability of all references in s are
possible in d using the two utility functions hL and hR .
To clarify, let us consider the following example:
def

def

Example 3.2.3. We consider a program with Ref = {p, q} and Field = {f }. Given the
def
abstract state d = ({p 7→ ([1, 3], [1, 1]), q 7→ ([0, 2], [1, 1])}, {(p, q) 7→ R, (q, p) 7→ NR}) we
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have
hL (p, d) = {(1, 1), (2, 1), (3, 1)}
hL (q, d) = {(0, 1), (1, 1), (2, 1)}
hR (p, q, d) = {true}
hR (q, q, d) = {false}
which means that γD (d) contains concrete states where the acyclic length of p is either
one, two or three, the cyclic length of p is always one, the acyclic length of q is either
zero, one or two, the cyclic length of q is always one, p always reaches q and q never
reaches p. Figure 3.6 shows an example of such a heap.
f
p

f

f

q

Figure 3.6: An example of a heap configuration satisfying the conditions of Example
3.2.3.
Lemma 3.2.1. The concretization function γD is monotonic, i.e., ∀d1 , d2 ∈ D : d1 vD
d2 =⇒ γD (d1 ) ⊆ γD (d2 ).
Proof. By contradiction. We assume ∃d1 , d2 ∈ D. d1 vD d2 ∧ γD (d1 ) ⊃ γD (d2 ). This
means that by definition of γD there is some element in γD (d1 ) which has a length or
reachability that is not possible in d2 which is a contradiction by the definition of vD
and the assumption that d1 vD d2 .

3.3 Binary Operators
3.3.1 Join
We now define the join operator for the heap abstract domain. To this end we first
define join operators for the auxiliary structures and then define the join operator for
the heap abstraction based on the join operators for the auxiliary structures.
Length Auxiliary Structure
defined as follows:

The join operator for the length auxiliary structure tL is
def

⊥L tL l = l
def

l tL ⊥L = l
([al , au ], [cl , cu ]) tL ([a0l , a0u ], [c0l , c0u ]) = ([al , au ] tI [a0l , a0u ], [cl , cu ] tI [c0l , c0u ])
def

(3.9)
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where tI is the join for intervals. The join of the undefined length ⊥L and a defined
length l ∈ L is l. The join of two defined lengths l, l0 ∈ L is a length where the bounds for
the acyclic and cyclic lengths is the least upper bound of the acyclic and cyclic lengths
of l and l0 .
Reachability Auxiliary Structure The join operator for the reachability auxiliary structure tR is defined by the Hasse diagram shown in figure 3.5.
The join of the undefined reachability ⊥R and any reachability r ∈ R is r. Since R
and NR are not comparable their join is >R . The join of >L and any reachability r ∈ R
is >L .
Heap Abstract Domain
tR to Ref × Ref:

We now define the join operator tD by lifting tL to Ref and
def

⊥D tD d = d
def

(3.10)

d tD ⊥D = d
(l, r) tD (l0 , r0 ) = (l00 , r00 )
def

where l00 = {p 7→ (l(p) tL l0 (p)) | p ∈ Ref} and r00 = {(p, q) 7→ (r(p, q) tR r0 (p, q)) | p, q ∈
Ref, p 6= q}. The join of the undefined element ⊥D and any other element d ∈ D is d.
The join of two defined elements d, d0 ∈ D is the element d00 where for each reference
p ∈ Ref the length of p in d00 is the join of the length of p in d and the length of p in d0 ,
and for all references p, q ∈ Ref where p 6= q the reachability of p to q is the join of the
reachability of p to q in d and the reachability of p to q in d0 .
To clarify, let us consider the following example:
def

def

Example 3.3.1. We consider a program with Ref = {p, q} and Field = {f }. Given the
following abstract states
def

d1 = ({p 7→ ([0, 1], [1, 3]), q 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, {(p, q) 7→ R, (q, p) 7→ R})
def

d2 = ({p 7→ ([4, 7], [2, 5]), q 7→ ([3, 3], [2, 2])}, {(p, q) 7→ R, (q, p) 7→ NR})
we have
d1 tD d2 = ({p 7→ ([0, 7], [1, 5]), q 7→ ([1, 3], [0, 2])}, {(p, q) 7→ R, (q, p) 7→ >R })
The reachability for (q, p) becomes >R since p is reachable from q in d1 and p is not
reachable from q in d2 .
Lemma 3.3.1. The join operator tD is sound, i.e., ∀d1 , d2 ∈ D. γD (d1 ) ∪ γD (d2 ) ⊆
γD (d1 tD d2 ).
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Proof. By contradiction. We assume ∃d1 , d2 ∈ D. γD (d1 ) ∪ γD (d2 ) ⊃ γD (d1 tD d2 ).
Without loss of generality we assume that there exists an element c ∈ γD (d1 ) which is
not in γD (d1 tD d2 ). By the definition of γD this means that there exists a reference
p ∈ Var such that its length is greater than possible in γD (d1 tD d2 ) or its reachability
is not valid in γD (d1 tD d2 ). Both are not possible by the definitions of tL and tR .

3.3.2 Meet
We now define the meet operator for the heap abstract domain. To this end we first
define meet operators for the auxiliary structures and then define the meet operator for
the heap abstraction based on the meet operators for the auxiliary structures.
Length Auxiliary Structure
is defined as follows:

The meet operator for the length auxiliary structure uL
def

⊥L uL l = ⊥L
def

(3.11)

l uL ⊥L = ⊥L
([al , au ], [cl , cu ]) uL ([a0l , a0u ], [c0l , c0u ]) = ([al , au ] uI [a0l , a0u ], [cl , cu ] uI [c0l , c0u ])
def

where uI is the meet for intervals. The meet of the undefined length ⊥L and a defined
length l ∈ L is ⊥L . The meet of two defined lengths l, l0 ∈ L is a length where the
bounds for the acyclic and cyclic lengths is the greatest lower bound of the acyclic and
cyclic lengths of l and l0 .
Reachability Auxiliary Structure The meet operator for the reachability auxiliary
structure uR is defined by the Hasse diagram shown in figure 3.5.
The meet of the undefined reachability ⊥R and any reachability r ∈ R is ⊥R . Since
R and NR are not comparable their meet is ⊥R . The meet of >R and any reachability
r ∈ R is r.
Heap Abstract Domain We now define the meet operator uD by lifting uL to Ref and
uR to Ref × Ref:
def

⊥D uD d = ⊥D
def

d uD ⊥D = ⊥D

(3.12)

(l, r) uD (l0 , r0 ) = (l00 , r00 )
def

where l00 = {p 7→ (l(p) uL l0 (p)) | p ∈ Ref} and r00 = {(p, q) 7→ (r(p, q) uR r0 (p, q)) | p, q ∈
Ref, p 6= q}. The meet of the undefined element ⊥D and any other element d ∈ D is ⊥D .
The meet of two defined elements d, d0 ∈ D is the element d00 where for each reference
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p ∈ Ref the length of p in d00 is the meet of the length of p in d and the length of p in d0 ,
and for all references p, q ∈ Ref where p 6= q the reachability of p to q is the meet of the
reachability of p to q in d and the reachability of p to q in d0 .
To clarify, let us consider the following example:
def

def

Example 3.3.2. We consider a program with Ref = {p, q} and Field = {f } . Given
the following abstract states
def

d1 = ({p 7→ ([0, 1], [1, 3]), q 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, {(p, q) 7→ R, (q, p) 7→ R})
def

d2 = ({p 7→ ([4, 7], [2, 5]), q 7→ ([3, 3], [2, 2])}, {(p, q) 7→ R, (q, p) 7→ NR})
we have d1 uD d2 = ⊥D since the acyclic length of p in d1 and d2 have no overlap. Note
that the result is ⊥D since all elements where one component is bottom get collapsed to
⊥D (cf. Section 3.2).
Lemma 3.3.2. The meet operator uD is sound, i.e., ∀d1 , d2 ∈ D. γD (d1 ) ∩ γD (d2 ) ⊆
γD (d1 uD d2 ).
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.3.1.

3.4 Unary Operators
We first show how partitioning can improve the precision of the transformers of backward assignment and filter and then formally define the transformers. To facilitate the
definition of the transformer we assume in the following that Num = ∅, i.e., Var = Ref.
This means that programs have no variables of type integer and we only have to define
the transformers for statements over references.

3.4.1 Fixed partitions
Some transformers such as p 6= null need to be able to represent the complement of a
specific length, in this case for example the complement of ([0, 0], [0, 0]) which is not possible, except by using >L . This makes transformers for those statements very imprecise
and unusable in practice.
To clarify, let us consider the following example:
Example 3.4.1. Let l = ([0, 1], [0, 1]) ∈ L be a length. Figure 3.7 (a) shows l represented as box and Figure 3.7 (b) shows its complement lC .
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Figure 3.7: The length l and its complement lC of Example 3.4.1 represented as boxes
in (a) and (b) respectively.
To represent lC we need at least two elements of the heap abstract domain. The most
precise over-approximation of lC using a single element in L is >L .
To improve the precision, we will later partition the domain for each length l as shown
in Figure 3.8.
c
3
2
1
0
0

1

2

3

a

Figure 3.8: Partitions of a length l to improve precision of statements that require the
complement of l.
For each length l we have fixed partitions for null (shown in blue, l is in ([0, 0], [0, 0])), for
only cycles (shown in green, l is in ([0, 0], [1, ∞])) and for the rest (shown in red, l is in
([1, ∞], [0, ∞])). In the definition of the transformers we do not assume these partitions
exist, but instead define the transformers for the fixed partitions as well as the general
case. Because of this the transformers for backward assignment and filter can be used
for any element, albeit being less precise.

3.4.2 Backward Assignment
We now define the backward assignment operator B-ASSIGND : D → D to handle backward assignments by induction on the syntax of the language defined in Section 2.1.
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Reference manipulating statements
We first define the transformers for statements that only manipulate references. We
first prove a lemma which allows simpler reasoning for statements that only manipulate
references.
Lemma 3.4.1. Statements that only manipulate references, i.e., statements of the form
p := rexp, only change the length information on p as well as the reachability information
concerning p.
Proof. Follows directly from the definition of the semantics of the statement p := rexp
(cf. Figure 2.5), the definition of the semantics of reference expressions (cf. Figure 2.3)
and the definition of length and reachability (cf. Definition 3.2.1 and 3.2.2).
Because of Lemma 3.4.1 we will only define and prove changes made to the length
and reachabilities of references manipulated by the transformer. In the following we
assume the input is not ⊥D , otherwise we simply return ⊥D . We also assume that field
dereference expressions such as p.f where p ∈ Ref and f ∈ Field only use the field given
as the parameter, otherwise we simply return >D . Note that this means that the domain
is very imprecise when used for programs that use multiple fields.
B-ASSIGND J p := null K The statement p := null gives us the information that p is null
in the post state which means that the acyclic and cyclic lengths of p are zero and that
p neither reaches or is reachable by any other reference. If this is not the case, we are in
an invalid trace and no pre state exists. The transformer is defined as follows:
 0 0
(l , r ) if ([0, 0], [0, 0]) vL l(p) and



∀q ∈ Ref. NR vR r(p, q) and
def
B-ASSIGND J p := null K(l, r) =
∀q ∈ Ref. NR vR r(q, p)



⊥D
otherwise
(3.13)
0
0
where l = l[p ← >L ] and r = r[(p, q) ← >R , (q, p) ← >R ∀q ∈ Var].
Remark. The most precise result for the length and reachability of p is top since the
statement does not give us any information about p in the pre state.
To clarify, let us consider the following examples:
def

def

Example 3.4.2. We consider a program with Ref = {p} and Field = {f }. Let
d = ({p 7→ ([0, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) be a post state. The result of the backwards assignment B-ASSIGND J p := null K(d) is ({p 7→ >L }, ∅). This example shows that even though
d abstracts invalid states (every heap configuration where p does not point to null) the
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result of the transformer has to include every concrete state that leads to one of the
concrete states abstracted by d.
def

def

Example 3.4.3. We consider a program with Ref = {p, q} and Field = {f }. Let
d = ({p 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0]), q 7→ ([1, 3], [0, 2])}, {(p, q) 7→ R, (q, p) 7→ >R ) be a post state.
Since p does not point to null in d we are in an invalid state and we have B-ASSIGND J p :=
null K(d) = ⊥D .
Lemma 3.4.2. The backward assignment operator B-ASSIGND J p := null K is a sound
over-approximation of τI Jp := nullK, i.e., given a post state d ∈ D of the assignment p :=
null we have {s ∈ State | τI J p := null K(s) ⊆ γD (d))} ⊆ γD (B-ASSIGND J p := null K(d)).

Proof. Let d ∈ D be a post state. We argue by cases whether p = null is possible in d.
In the first case we assume that p = null is possible in γD (d). This means that the
length and reachability of p are top in the pre state (cf. Equation 3.13). Together with
Lemma 3.4.1 the inclusion trivially holds.
In the second case we assume that p = null is not possible in γD (d). This means that
the pre state is ⊥D (cf. Equation 3.13). We assume, by absurd, that the inclusion does
not hold. This means there is some state s ∈ State such that τI J p := null K(s) leads
to a state where the length of p is not ([0, 0], [0, 0]) or p can reach some other variable
or some other variable can reach p which is not possible according to the semantics (cf.
Section 2.3). Thus the inclusion holds.

B-ASSIGND J p := new K The statement p := new gives us the information that p is a
new reference in the post state which means that the acyclic length of p is one, the cyclic
length of p is zero and that p neither reaches or is reachable by any other reference. If
this is not the case, we are in an invalid trace and no pre state exists. The transformer
is defined as follows:
 0 0
(l , r ) if ([1, 1], [0, 0]) vL l(p) and



∀q ∈ Ref. NR vR r(p, q) and
def
B-ASSIGND J p := new K(l, r) =
∀q ∈ Ref. NR vR r(q, p)



⊥D
otherwise
(3.14)
0
0
where l = l[p ← >L ] and r = r[(p, q) ← >R , (q, p) ← >R ∀q ∈ Var].
Remark. This transformers is analogous to the transformer for p = null, the only
difference is the length of p in the post state.
Lemma 3.4.3. The backward assignment operator B-ASSIGND J p := new K is a sound
over-approximation of τI Jp := newK, i.e., given a post state d ∈ D of the assignment p :=
null we have {s ∈ State | τI J p := new K(s) ⊆ γD (d))} ⊆ γD (B-ASSIGND J p := new K(d)).
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.4.2.
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B-ASSIGND J p := q K The assignment p := q gives us the information that p and q point
to the same location in the heap. Since q is not changed by the statement p := q we can
use the information on p to refine the information on q in the pre state. The transformer
is defined as follows:
B-ASSIGND J p := q K(l, r) = (l0 , r0 )
def

(3.15)

where l0 = l[p ← >L , q ← l(p)uL l(q)] and r0 = r[(p, t) ← >R , (t, p) ← >R ∀t ∈ Ref\{p}].
To clarify, let us consider the following example:
def

def

Example 3.4.4. We consider a program with Ref = {p, q} and Field = {f }. Let
d = ({p 7→ ([0, 5], [1, 2]), q 7→ ([1, 3], [1, 6])}, {(p, q) 7→ >R , (q, p) 7→ >R ) be a post state.
Because of the statement p := q we know that p and q point to the same location in
the heap. Since both ([0, 5], [1, 2]) and ([1, 3], [1, 6]) are valid over-approximations of
the length of the path pointed to by either p or q we can refine the information on
q in the pre state as shown in the result B-ASSIGND J p := q K(d) = ({p 7→ >L , q 7→
([1, 3], [1, 2])}, {(p, q) 7→ >R , (q, p) 7→ >R ).
Lemma 3.4.4. The backward assignment operator B-ASSIGND J p := q K is a sound overapproximation of τI Jp := qK, i.e., given a post state d ∈ D of the assignment p := q we
have {s ∈ State | τI J p := q K(s) ⊆ γD (d))} ⊆ γD (B-ASSIGND J p := q K(d)).
Proof. Let (l, r) ∈ D be a post state. Since p and q point to the same location in the post
state both l(p) and l(q) are valid over-approximation of the same length which means
that l(p) uL l(q) is also a valid over-approximation. Based on this and the fact that the
length and reachabilities concerning p become >L and >R respectively we can conclude
the proof using Lemma 3.4.1.
For the remaining transformers we first define a utility function f −1 which, given a
length l ∈ L, returns the possible lengths which may lead to l when following the field f
once. To facilitate the definition of f −1 we make use of the fixed partitions (cf. Section
3.4.1).
Definition 3.4.1. The function f −1 : L → L is defined as follows

([1, 1][0, 0])
if au = 0 ∧ cu = 0



([0, 1][c , c ])
if au = 0 ∧ cl > 0
l u
def
f −1 ([al , au ][cl , cu ]) =

([al + 1, au + 1][cl , cu ]) if al ≥ 1



>L
otherwise

(3.16)
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B-ASSIGND J p := p.f K The statement p := p.f gives us the information that the reference p points to the same location that p.f pointed to in the pre state, i.e., p moved one
step following the field f . The transformer is defined as follows:
B-ASSIGND J p := q K(l, r) = (l0 , r0 )
def

(3.17)

where l0 = l[p ← f −1 (l(p))] and r0 = r[(t, p) ← >R ∀t ∈ Var].
To clarify, let us consider the following example which illustrates the third case of f −1 :
def

def

Example 3.4.5. We consider a program with Ref = {p} and Field = {f }. Let
d = ({p 7→ ([1, 1], [3, 3])}, ∅) be a post state. Figure 3.9 (a) shows a possible concrete heap configuration in γD (d) and the only heap configuration which leads to this
heap configuration when applying the statement p = p.f (b).
f
(a)

p

f

f

f

f
(b)

p

f

f

f

f

Figure 3.9: A heap configuration in γD (d) (a) and the only heap configuration that leads
to (a) when applying the statement p := p.f (b).
Since the paths pointed to by p in d always have some acyclic part (the lower bound of the
acyclic part is one) the length of the path always increases when applying the backwards
transformer for p := p.f . This situation is handled by the third case in the function
f −1 (cf. Definition 3.4.1). The result of the backward assignment B-ASSIGND J p :=
p.f K(d) is the state ({p 7→ ([2, 2], [3, 3])}, ∅) which correctly over-approximates the heap
configuration shown in Figure 3.9 (b).
The following example illustrates the second case of f −1 :
def

def

Example 3.4.6. We consider a program with Ref = {p} and Field = {f }. Let
d = ({p 7→ ([0, 0], [3, 3])}, ∅) be a post state. Figure 3.10 (a) shows a possible heap
configuration in γD (d) and the heap configurations which lead to this heap configuration when applying the statement p = p.f (b) and (c).
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f

f

p

Figure 3.10: A heap configuration in γD (a) (a) and heap configurations that lead to (a)
when applying the statement p := p.f (b) and (c).
Since the paths pointed to by p in d have no acyclic part (the upper bound of the acyclic
length is zero) there are two possible heap configurations (b) and (c) that lead to the heap
configuration (a). This situation is handled by the second case in the function f −1 (cf.
Definition 3.4.1). The result of the backward assignment B-ASSIGND J p := p.f K(d) is the
state ({p 7→ ([0, 1], [3, 3])}, ∅) which correctly over-approximates the heap configurations
shown in Figure 3.10 (b) and (c).
Lemma 3.4.5. The backward assignment operator B-ASSIGND J p := p.f K is a sound
over-approximation of τI Jp := p.f K, i.e., given a post state d ∈ D of the assignment p :=
p.f we have {s ∈ State | τI J l p := p.f, K(s) ⊆ γD (d))} ⊆ γD (B-ASSIGND J p := p.f K(d)).
Proof. Based on Lemma 3.4.1 we only have to show soundness regarding the length and
reachability of p. Let d be a post state. We argue by case distinction on the length of p
in the post state.
We first consider the case where the length of p is lpost = [0, 0], [0, 0]. The length of p in
the pre state B-ASSIGND J p := p.f K(d) is lpre = f −1 (lpost ) = ([1, 1], [0, 0]) (cf. Equation
3.17). From the definition of the concretization function we know that the reference p
points to null in all heap configurations in γD (d). The only heap configurations that
lead to a heap configuration where p points to null after executing p := p.f are heap
configurations where p.f points to null, i.e., the acyclic length of p is one and the cyclic
length of p is zero (cf. Definition 3.2.1). These heap configurations are over-approximated
by lpre .
We now consider the case where the length of p is lpost = ([al , au ], [cl , cu ]) for some
al ≥ 1. The length of p in the pre state B-ASSIGND J p := p.f K(d) is lpre = f −1 (lpost ) =
([al + 1, au + 1], [cl , cu ]) (cf. Equation 3.17). From the definition of the concretization
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function we know that the acyclic length of p is some positive number a ∈ [al , au ] for
all heap configurations in γD (d). The only heap configurations that lead to a heap
configuration where the acyclic length of p is the positive number a after executing
p := p.f are heap configurations where the acyclic length of p is a + 1. All those heap
configurations are over-approximated by lpre .
We now consider the case where the length of p is lpost = ([0, 0], [cl , cu ]) for some
cl ≥ 1. The length of p in the pre state B-ASSIGND J p := p.f K(d) is lpre = f −1 (lpost ) =
([0, 1], [cl , cu ]) (cf. Equation 3.17). From the definition of the concretization function
we know that the cyclic length of p is some positive number c ∈ [cl , cu ] for all heap
configurations in γD (d). This means that p points to a cycle in all heap configurations in
γD (d). As illustrated in Example 3.4.6 there are two heap configurations that can lead
to a heap configuration where p points to a cycle: either by staying in the cycle or by
entering the cycle from ”outside”. Both cases are over-approximated by lpre .
The final case returns >L which is trivially sound.
B-ASSIGND J p := q.f K The statement p := q.f gives us the information that the reference p points to the same location as q.f . This means that q can reach p. If this is not
the case, we are in an invalid trace and no pre state exists. Similarly to the transformer
for p = q (cf. Equation 3.15) we can use the information on p to refine the information
on q. The transformer is defined as follows:
(
(l0 , r0 ) if R vR r(q, p)
def
B-ASSIGND J p := q.f K(l, r) =
(3.18)
⊥D
otherwise
where l0 = l[p ← >L , q ← f −1 (l(p) uL l(q))] and r0 = r[(p, t) ← >R , (t, p) ← >R ∀t ∈
Ref \ {p}].
Lemma 3.4.6. The backward assignment operator B-ASSIGND J p := q.f K is a sound
over-approximation of τI Jp := q.f K, i.e., given a post state d ∈ D of the assignment p :=
q.f we have {s ∈ State | τI J l p := p.f, K(s) ⊆ γD (d))} ⊆ γD (B-ASSIGND J p := q.f K(d)).
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.4.4 using a case distinction over R vR r(q, p)
in the post state.
Heap manipulating statements
We now define the transformers for statements that manipulate the heap. The transformers for these statements are much less precise since a statement such as p.f := . . .
might affect another reference q due to aliasing.
To clarify, let us consider the following example:
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def

def

Example 3.4.7. We consider a program with Ref = {p, q} and Field = {f }. Let s be
a state with the heap configuration shown in Figure 3.11 (a). Executing the statement
p.f := null on s gives us the state s0 with the heap configuration shown in Figure 3.11
(b). Because p and q alias in the state s, the assignment to p also changes the length of
q.
f
f

p

q

f

p

null

q

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.11: A heap configuration (a) and the resulting heap configurations (b) after the
assignment p.f := null.
B-ASSIGND J p.f := null K The statement p.f := null gives us the information that p.f
points to null in the post state which means that the acyclic length of p is one and the
cyclic length of p is zero. If this is not the case, we are in an invalid trace and no pre
state exists. The transformer is defined as follows:
(
>D if ([1, 1], [0, 0]) vL l(p)
def
B-ASSIGND J p.f := null K(l, r) =
(3.19)
⊥D otherwise
Lemma 3.4.7. The backward assignment operator B-ASSIGND J p.f := null K is a sound
over-approximation of τI Jp.f := nullK, i.e., given a post state d ∈ D of the assignment
p.f := null we have {s ∈ State | τI J l p.f := null K(s) ⊆ γD (d))} ⊆ γD (B-ASSIGND J p.f :=
null K(d)).
Proof. Let (l, r) ∈ D be a post state. We argue by case distinction whether ([1, 1], [0, 0]) vL
l(p) holds.
In the first case we assume ([1, 1], [0, 0]) 6vL l(p). This means that the result of the
transformer is ⊥D . We assume, by absurd, that the inclusion does not hold. This means
there is some state s ∈ State such that τI J p := null K(s) leads to a state where the length
of p is not in ([1, 1], [0, 0]). This is not possible according to the semantics (cf. Section
2.3). Thus the inclusion holds.
The second case is trivially sound since >D is returned.
B-ASSIGND J p.f := new K The statement p.f := new gives us the information that p.f
points to a new instance in the post state which means that the acyclic length of p is
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two and the cyclic length of p is zero. If this is not the case, we are in an invalid trace
and no pre state exists. The transformer is defined as follows:
(
>D if ([2, 2], [0, 0]) vL l(p)
def
B-ASSIGND J p.f := new K(l, r) =
(3.20)
⊥D otherwise
Lemma 3.4.8. The backward assignment operator B-ASSIGND J p.f := new K is a sound
over-approximation of τI Jp.f := newK, i.e., given a post state d ∈ D of the assignment
p.f := new we have {s ∈ State | τI J l p.f := new K(s) ⊆ γD (d))} ⊆ γD (B-ASSIGND J p.f :=
new K(d)).

Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.4.7 using a case distinction over ([2, 2], [0, 0]) vL
l(p).

B-ASSIGND J p.f := p K The statement p.f := p gives us the information that p points
to a cycle with a single element in the post state which means that the acyclic length
of p is zero and the cyclic length of p is one. If this is not the case, we are in an invalid
trace and no pre state exists. The transformer is defined as follows:
(
>D if ([0, 0], [1, 1]) vL l(p)
def
B-ASSIGND J p.f := p K(l, r) =
(3.21)
⊥D otherwise
Lemma 3.4.9. The backward assignment operator B-ASSIGND J p.f := p K is a sound
over-approximation of τI Jp.f := pK, i.e., given a post state d ∈ D of the assignment
p.f := p we have {s ∈ State | τI J p.f := p K(s) ⊆ γD (d))} ⊆ γD (B-ASSIGND J p.f :=
p K(d)).

Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.4.7 using a case distinction over ([0, 0], [1, 1]) vL
l(p).

B-ASSIGND J p.f := q K The statement p.f = q gives us the information that p.f and q
point to the same location in the post state. To facilitate the definition of the transformer
we consider cases based on the fixed partitions for the length of p (cf. Section 3.4.1).
The transformer is defined as follows:

⊥D
if l(p) vL ([0, 0], [0, 0])





⊥D
if l(p) vL ([1, ∞], [0, ∞]) and



(R 6vR (p, q) or NR 6vR (q, p))


def
0
0
B-ASSIGND J p.f := q K(l, r) = (l , r ) if l(p) vL ([1, ∞], [0, ∞]) and


R vR (p, q) and NR vR (q, p))





>D
if l(p) vL ([0, 0], [1, ∞])



>D
otherwise
(3.22)
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def

where l0 = >L [p ← >L , q ← ([al − 1, au − 1], [cl , cu ]) and ([al , au ], [cl , cu ]) = l(p) and
r0 = r[(q, p) ← NR]. The first case checks for an invalid state where p is null after the
assignment, which is not possible. The second and third case are both used to handle the
case in which the acyclic length of p is at least one. Based on the statement p.f := q and
the fact that the acyclic length of p is at least one we know that q points to a separate
node reachable by the field f from p and that q cannot reach p, shown in Figure 3.12
(a). If this was not the case p would be a cycle after the statement p.f := q.
...
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f
p

f

f
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f

p

q

q

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.12: Illustration of the second and third case (a) and the fourth case (b) of the
transformer B-ASSIGND J p.f := q K
The second case of B-ASSIGND J p.f := q K checks for situations where p cannot reach
q or where q can reach p, which are both invalid states. In the third case we use the
information on p to refine the length of q. The fourth case represents the fixed partition
where p is a cycle, shown in Figure 3.12 (b). From the statement and the fact that p is a
cycle we know that q can reach p in the pre state (assuming q could not reach p in the pre
state means that q could still not reach p after the statement p.f = q, which is absurd
since p is a cycle and p can reach q). We choose to be very imprecise, i.e., returning
>D in this case, since the abstraction is not precise enough to give useful results for the
termination analysis. We will discuss this in more detail in the evaluation (cf. Example
5.2.7 and Example 5.2.8) and show how the abstraction could be improved to be able to
handle this case (cf. Section 6.1).
To clarify, let us consider the following example:
def

def

Example 3.4.8. We consider a program with Ref = {p, q} and Field = {f }. Let
d = ({p 7→ ([1, 5], [3, 9]), q 7→ ([2, 5], [3, 9])}, {(p, q) 7→ >R , (q, p) 7→ >R }) be a post state.
We have [1, 5], [3, 9] vL ([1, ∞], [0, ∞]) and both R vR (p, q) and NR vR (q, p)), which
means that we are in the third case of B-ASSIGND J p.f := q K. Applying the transformer
on d gives us d0 = B-ASSIGND J p.f := q K(d) = ({p 7→ >L , q 7→ ([2, 4], [3, 9])}, {(p, q) 7→
>R , (q, p) 7→ NR).
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Figure 3.13: The heap configuration of a state s ∈ γD (a) (a) and heap configurations
that lead to (a) by executing the statement p.f = q (b), (c) and (d).
Let us consider a state s ∈ γD (d) with the heap configuration defined by Figure 3.13
(a). The reference p reaches q in one step using the field f and q is a cycle of length
two. Figure 3.13 (b), (c) and (d) show possible heap configurations that lead to (a)
when executing the statement p.f = q. All of which are over-approximated by d0 . Note
that all three heap configurations have two things in common: q cannot reach p and the
length of q is defined by the length of p in (a), which is exactly what the third case in
the transformer of B-ASSIGND J p.f := q K does.
Lemma 3.4.10. The backward assignment operator B-ASSIGND J p.f := q K is a sound
over-approximation of τI Jp.f := qK, i.e., given a post state d ∈ D of the assignment
p.f := q we have {s ∈ State | τI J l p.f := q K(s) ⊆ γD (d))} ⊆ γD (B-ASSIGND J p.f :=
q K(d)).
Proof. Let (l, r) ∈ D be a post state. We use the same case distinctions as in the
transformer for p.f = q.
In the first case we assume l(p) vL ([0, 0], [0, 0]). Together with the assumption that
the post state is not ⊥D we have l(p) = ([0, 0], [0, 0]), i.e., p is null which is not possible
according to the semantics of p.f := q (cf. Section 2.3). This means that we are in an
invalid state and there exists no pre state and therefore ⊥D is a valid over-approximation
of the pre state.
In the second case we assume l(p) vL ([1, ∞], [0, ∞]) and either R 6vR (p, q) or NR 6vR
(q, p). The result of the transformer is ⊥D (cf. Equation 3.22). We assume, by absurd,
that there is some state s ∈ State such that after executing the statement p.f := q is in
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(l, r), the length of p is in ([1, ∞], [0, ∞] and either p cannot reach q or q can reach p. It
is impossible that p cannot reach q after the statement p.f = q by the definition of the
semantics. Let us now assume that p is in ([1, ∞], [0, ∞]) and that q can reach p. Since
p can reach q and q can reach p, p and q either have to be the same element or have to
belong to a cycle, both are not possible since the acyclic length of p is at least one.
In the third case we assume that l(p) vL ([1, ∞], [0, ∞]), R vR (p, q) and NR vR
(q, p). Let ([al , au ], [cl , cu ]) be the length of p in (l, r) and let (l0 , r0 ) be the result of the
transformer (cf. Equation 3.22). We only have to show the soundness of the length and
reachability information of q since everything else is >, which is trivially sound. We
assume, by absurd, that there exists some state s ∈ State such that after executing the
statement p.f = q is in (l, r), the length of p is in ([1, ∞], [0, ∞]) and p can reach q or q
cannot reach p and s is not over-approximated by (l0 , r0 ). This means that either q can
reach p in s or the length of q is not ([al − 1, au − 1], [cl , cu ]). We first assume that q can
reach p in s. This means that p is a cycle after the statement p.f = q which is not possible
according to the assumption that p is in ([1, ∞], [0, ∞], since the acyclic length of p is
always at least one. We now assume that the length of q is not ([al − 1, au − 1], [cl , cu ]).
This means that after the statement p.f = q the length of p cannot be ([al , au ], [cl , cu ]),
which is a contradiction.
The fourth and fifth cases are trivial since the result is >D .
Theorem 3.4.11. The backward assignment operator B-ASSIGND is a sound overapproximation of τI .
Proof (Sketch). The proof follows from the soundness of the transformer for the specific
statements (cf. Lemma 3.4.2, Lemma 3.4.3, Lemma 3.4.4, Lemma 3.4.5, Lemma 3.4.6,
Lemma 3.4.7, Lemma 3.4.8, Lemma 3.4.9 and Lemma 3.4.10) and the assumption that
Num = ∅, i.e., Var = Ref.

3.4.3 Filter
We now define the filter operator FILTERD : D → D to handle filter instructions by
induction on the syntax of the language defined in Section 2.1. Note that in our language
filter instructions do not change any state and therefore the filter instruction rexp1 =
rexp2 is equivalent to rexp2 = rexp1 . We will only define the transformer for one case.
FILTERD J p = null K The filter instruction p = null returns only heap configurations
where p is null which means that the acyclic and cyclic length of p are zero. This gives
us the following transformer:
FILTERD J p = null K(l, r) = (l0 , r)
def

where l0 = l[p ← (l(p) uL ([0, 0], [0, 0])].

(3.23)
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Lemma 3.4.12. The operator FILTERD J p = null K is sound, i.e., given an element d ∈ D
we have {s ∈ γD (d) | true ∈ J p = null Ks} ⊆ γD (FILTERD J p = null Kd).
Proof. Let (l, r) ∈ D be a post state. We assume, by absurd, that there exists some
state s ∈ γD (d) such that true ∈ J p = null Ks and s 6∈ γD (FILTERD J p = null K(l, r)).
By the semantics of references expressions (cf. Figure 2.3) we know that s is a state in
γD (d) and that the acyclic and cyclic length of p are zero in s. This is absurd, since
γD (FILTERD J p = null Kd) contains all states of γD (d) where the acyclic and cyclic length
of p are zero (cf. Equation 3.23).
FILTERD J p 6= null K The filter p 6= null returns only heap configurations where p is not
null which means that the acyclic and cyclic length of p are not zero. To improve the
precision of the transformer we make use of the fixed partitions (cf. Section 3.4:
(
⊥D
if l(p) vL ([0, 0], [0, 0])
def
FILTERD J p 6= null K(l, r) =
(3.24)
(l, r) otherwise
Lemma 3.4.13. The operator FILTERD J p 6= null K is sound, i.e., given an element d ∈ D
we have {s ∈ γD (d) | true ∈ J p 6= null Ks} ⊆ γD (FILTERD J p 6= null Kd).
Proof. Let (l, r) ∈ D be a post state. We argue by case distinction whether l(p) vL
([0, 0], [0, 0]). In the first case we assume that l(p) vL ([0, 0], [0, 0]). This means that p
is null in all states s ∈ γD (l, r) and therefore FILTERD J p 6= null K is the empty set. Thus
⊥D is a valid over-approximation.
The other case is sound since we return (l, r) and {s ∈ γD (l, r) | true ∈ J p 6= null Ks} ⊆
γD (l, r) trivially holds.

FILTERD J p = p.f K The filter instruction p = p.f returns only heap configurations
where p points to itself with the field f which means that the acyclic length of p is zero
and the cyclic length of p is one. This gives us the following transformer:
FILTERD J p = p.f K(l, r) = (l0 , r)
def

(3.25)

where l0 = l[p ← (l(p) uL ([0, 0], [1, 1])].

Lemma 3.4.14. The operator FILTERD J p = p.f K is sound, i.e., given an element d ∈ D
we have {s ∈ γD (d) | true ∈ J p = p.f Ks} ⊆ γD (FILTERD J p = p.f Kd).
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.4.12.
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FILTERD J p 6= p.f K The filter instruction p = p.f returns only heap configurations
where p points to itself with the field f which means that p cannot have an acyclic and
cyclic length of zero and one. As in the transformer for p 6= null we make use of the
fixed partitions (cf. Section 3.4) to improve the precision of the transformer:
(
⊥D
if l(p) vL ([0, 0], [1, 1])
def
FILTERD J p 6= p.f K(l, r) =
(3.26)
(l, r) otherwise
Lemma 3.4.15. The operator FILTERD J p 6= p.f K is sound, i.e., given an element d ∈ D
we have {s ∈ γD (d) | true ∈ J p 6= p.f Ks} ⊆ γD (FILTERD J p 6= p.f Kd).
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 3.4.13.
FILTERD J rexp1 and rexp2 K The filter instruction rexp1 and rexp2 only returns states
where both rexp1 and rexp2 are satisfied. This gives us the following transformer:
def

FILTERD J rexp1 and rexp2 Kd = d1 uD d2

(3.27)

where d1 = FILTERD J rexp1 Kd, and d2 = FILTERD J rexp2 Kd.

Lemma 3.4.16. The operator FILTERD J rexp1 and rexp2 K is sound, i.e., given an element d ∈ D we have {s ∈ γD (d) | true ∈ J rexp1 and rexp2 Ks} ⊆ γD (FILTERD J rexp1 and
rexp2 Kd).
Proof (Sketch). Follows from the soundness of the meet operator (cf. Lemma 3.3.2).
FILTERD J rexp1 or rexp2 K The filter instruction rexp1 or rexp2 only returns states
where either rexp1 or rexp2 is satisfied. This gives us the following transformer:
def

FILTERD J rexp1 or rexp2 Kd = d1 tD d2

(3.28)

where d1 = FILTERD J rexp1 Kd, and d2 = FILTERD J rexp2 Kd.

Lemma 3.4.17. The operator FILTERD J rexp1 or rexp2 K is sound, i.e., given an element
d ∈ D we have {s ∈ γD (d) | true ∈ J rexp1 or rexp2 Ks} ⊆ γD (FILTERD J rexp1 or
rexp2 Kd).
Proof (Sketch). The proof follows from the soundness of the join operator (cf. Lemma
3.3.1).
All other filter instructions like p = q, p 6= q, p.f = q, etc. simply return the passed
abstract element which is trivially sound. It is not possible to be more precise since we
cannot represent the fact that two references must point to the same location in the
heap using the heap abstract domain.
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Theorem 3.4.18. The operator FILTERD is sound, i.e., {s ∈ γD (d) | true ∈ J bexp Ks} ⊆
γD (FILTERD J bexp K(d)}.
Proof (Sketch). The proof follows from the soundness of the specific transformers (cf.
Lemma 3.4.12, Lemma 3.4.13, Lemma 3.4.14, Lemma 3.4.15, Lemma 3.4.16 and Lemma
3.4.17) and the assumption that Num = ∅, i.e., Var = Ref.

4 Piecewise Defined Ranking Functions
In this chapter, we present an abstract domain for effectively proving program termination by abstract interpretation of the termination semantics presented in Section 2.4.
The domain is based on the decision tree abstract domain introduced in [Urb15b, Chapter 5] and is used to automatically synthesize piecewise-defined ranking functions and
infer sufficient preconditions for program termination.
In Section 4.1, we briefly repeat the relevant definitions of the original decision trees
abstract domain. Based on this, in Section 4.2, we define a new decision trees abstract
domain which uses the heap abstraction introduced in Chapter 3. To avoid confusion
from now on we will call the original decision trees abstract domain value decision
trees and the new decision trees abstract domain heap decision trees. In Section 4.3 we
informally present the combined decision trees domain, which is a combination of the
value and heap decision trees.

4.1 Value Decision Trees
In this section, we briefly repeat the definition of the value decision trees, for a more
thorough discussion we refer to [Urb15b, Chapter 5]. In the following X denotes the set
of program variables. Note that in the definition of the value decision trees there was
no notion of heap or references.

4.1.1 Domain
The elements of the value decision trees are piecewise-defined partial functions. These
piecewise-defined partial functions are represented by decision trees, where the decision
nodes are labeled with linear constraints and the leaf nodes are labeled with linear
functions of the program variables.
To clarify, let us consider the following example:
Example 4.1.1. Figure 4.1 shows an example decision tree.
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x−1≥0

x−y ≥0

⊥

λx. y. 1

λx. y. x + y

Figure 4.1: An example decision tree.
The linear constraints in the decision nodes (represented by nodes with rounded corners)
are satisfied by their left subtree, while their right subtree satisfies their negation. For
example in the left subtree of the root node the constraint x − 1 ≥ 0 holds, while in the
right subtree of the root node the constraint x − 1 < 0 holds. The leaf nodes represent
partial functions whose domain is determined by the constraints satisfied along the path
to the leaf node. For example the leaf node λx. y. x + y represents a partial function
which is x + y if x ≥ 1 and x < y, and undefined otherwise. The leaf with value ⊥
represents an undefined piece of the function.
The domain is parametrized by a numerical abstract domain underlying the linear
constraints and by an auxiliary abstract domain for the leaf nodes.
Linear Constraints Auxiliary Abstract Domain The linear constraints auxiliary abstract domain is used to represent elements of a numerical domain as linear constraints.
Elements of the interval abstract domain [CC76], the octagons abstract domain [Min06]
and the polyhedra abstract domain [CH78] can be represented by the following canonical
representation of linear constraints:


X1 , . . . , Xk ∈ X ,


def
c1 , . . . , ck , ck+1 ∈ Z
C = c1 X1 + . . . + ck Xk + ck+1 ≥ 0
(4.1)


gcd(|c1 |, . . . , |ck |, |ck+1 |) = 1
A total order <c on C as well as the negation ¬c of a linear constraint c ∈ C is defined.
The order is used to define a canonical representation of the decision trees where a linear
constraint c and its negation ¬c are forbidden to appear simultaneously in a decision
tree. Between the constraints c and ¬c only the largest constraint with respect to <C is
kept.
Functions Auxiliary Abstract Domain The functions auxiliary abstract domain is dedicated to the manipulation of the leaf nodes of the value decision trees with respect to
the set of linear constraints satisfied along the paths from the root of the decision tree.
The elements of the domain are natural-valued functions of the program variables.


def
F = {⊥F } ∪ Z|X | → N ∪ {>F }.
(4.2)
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The functions auxiliary abstract domain defines the computational order vF and
the approximation order 4F . Intuitively, the computational order vF abstracts the
computational order v defined in Equation 2.2 and is used to the define the fixpoint
of loops (cf. Figure 2.7) and the approximation order 4F abstracts the approximation
order 4 defined in Equation 2.4 and is used to relate elements of the value decision
trees. In the approximation order ⊥F and >F are incomparable since both are used to
represent undefined ranking functions.
Decision Trees Abstract Domain The elements of the value decision trees belong to
the following set:
def

T = {LEAF : r | r ∈ F} ∪ {NODE{c} : t1 ; t2 | c ∈ C, t1 , t2 ∈ T }

(4.3)

where F is defined in Equation 4.2 and C is defined in Equation 4.1. A decision tree
t ∈ T is either a leaf node LEAF : r, with r an element of F (in the following denoted
by t.r), or a decision node NODE{c} : t1 ; t2 , such that c is a linear constraint in C (in
the following denoted by t.c) and the left subtree t1 and the right subtree t2 (in the
following denoted by t.l and t.r, respectively) belong to T . In addition, given a decision
tree NODE{c} : t1 ; t2 , we impose that the linear constraint c ∈ C is always the largest
constraint, with respect to < C, appearing in the tree.
For the definition of the operators the following set is used:
def

TNIL = {NIL} ∪ {LEAF : r | r ∈ F} ∪ {NODE{c} : t1 ; t2 | c ∈ C, t1 , t2 ∈ TNIL }

(4.4)

where the special element NIL represents the absence of information regarding some
partition of the domain of the ranking function.

4.1.2 Order
In [Urb15b, Section 5.2.2] an order is defined for the value decision trees. The approximation order 4T is an ordering based on the function approximation order 4F and the
computational order vT is an ordering based on the function computational order vF .
Given two decision trees t1 , t2 ∈ TNIL the approximation order (computational order)
first unifies both trees and then compares the leaf nodes using the approximation order
(computational order) using the linear constraints accumulated on the path to the leaf
node. The tree t1 is smaller than the tree t2 if all of its leaf nodes are smaller. We refer
to [Urb15b, Section 5.2.2] for a more thorough discussion.

4.1.3 Join
In [Urb15b, Section 5.2.2] the join operator is defined for the value decision trees. The
join of two decision trees returns a decision tree representing a ranking function defined over the union of their partitions. There are two ways to join decision trees: the
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approximation join gT is the least upper bound for the approximation order and the
computational join tT is the least upper bound for the computational order. We refer
to [Urb15b, Section 5.2.2] for a more thorough discussion.

4.1.4 Step
In [Urb15b, Section 5.2.3] the step operator, in the following denoted by step, is defined
for the value decision trees. Given a decision tree, it increases the constant of each
ranking function to take into account that one more execution step is needed before
termination. We refer to [Urb15b, Section 5.2.3] for a more thorough discussion.

4.1.5 Widening
In [Urb15b, Section 5.2.4] a widening is defined for the value decision trees. The widening is allowed more freedom than the other operators, in the sense that it is temporarily
allowed to under-approximate the value of the termination semantics τT (cf. Section 2.4)
or over-approximate its domain of definition, or both. This is necessary to extrapolate
the ranking function for over the states on which it is not yet defined. The only requirement is that, when the iteration sequence with widening is stable for the computational
order, its limit is a sound abstraction of the termination semantics with respect to the
approximation order.
Intuitively the widening extrapolates the ranking function and then checks in the
following iterations for cases where the function is not valid. If such a case is found, the
respective partitions are marked so that they do not get extrapolated again. The analysis
continues iterating until all these discrepancies are solved. We refer to [Urb15b, Section
5.2.4] for a more thorough discussion.

4.2 Heap Decision Trees
In this section, we show how we can extend the value decision trees to use our heap
abstract domain of Chapter 3 to prove termination of heap manipulating programs. To
facilitate the definition of the transformer, we assume in the following that Num = ∅,
i.e., Var = Ref. This means that programs have no variables of type integer and we
only have to define the transformers for statements over references. In the following
Ref = {p1 , . . . , pk } denotes the set of references.

4.2.1 Domain
Our heap decision trees are built on the heap abstract domain of Chapter 3 and a custom
auxiliary functions domain which will be defined in the following section.
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Linear Constraints Auxiliary Abstract Domain We first show how we can use the
heap abstract domain as the underlying abstraction for the linear constraints auxiliary
abstract domain of the value decision trees. To this end, we represent the elements of
the heap abstract domain of Chapter 3 as sets (i.e., conjunctions) of linear constraints
of the form:
±ap ≥ c

(bound on acyclic length)

±cp ≥ c

(bound on cyclic length)

±rp,q ≥ 1

(bound on reachabilty from p to q)

where p, q ∈ Ref and c ∈ Z. We use symbolic values to represent the acyclic length ap , the
cyclic length cp and the reachability rp,q of references p, q ∈ Ref. Since the reachability
can only have two values (reachable and not reachable) we use the constraint rp,q ≥ 1
to denote that p can reach q and −rp,q ≥ −1 to denote that p can not reach q. In the
def
following CL = {±ap ≥ c | p ∈ Ref} ∪ {±cp ≥ c | p ∈ Ref} denotes the set of all length
def
constraints, CR = {±rp,q ≥ c | p, q ∈ Ref} denotes the set of all reachability constraints
def
and CH = CL ∪ CR denotes the set of all heap constraints. Note that we use the same
canonical representation C (cf. Equation 4.1) for the heap constraints.
We can easily formalize a correspondence between the elements of the heap abstract
domain of Chapter 3 and the set C of linear constraints as a Galois connection hP(C), vD
γC
−−
−− hD, vD i, where the abstraction function αC : P(C) → D maps a set of heap
i ←
−−
αC→
constraints to heap abstract element and γC : D → P(C) maps a heap abstract element
def
def
to a set of heap constraints. In particular, we define γC (>D ) = ∅ and γC (⊥D ) = {⊥C },
where ⊥C represents the unsatisfiable linear constraint −1 ≥ 0. Note that the acyclic and
cyclic length are natural numbers (cf. Section 3.2) and therefore having no constraint
for their lower bound means that they are zero.
To clarify, let us consider the following example:
def

def

Example 4.2.1. We consider a program with Ref = {p, q} and Field = {f }. Let
d = ({p 7→ ([1, 5], [3, 9]), q 7→ ([0, 1], [2, ∞])}, {(p, q) 7→ >R , (q, p) 7→ R}) ∈ D be an
element of the abstract heap domain.
We have γC (d) = {ap ≥ 1, −ap ≥ −5, cp ≥ 3, −cp ≥ −9} ∪ {aq ≥ 0, −aq ≥ −1, cq ≥
2} ∪ {rp,q ≥ 1} where {ap ≥ 1, −ap ≥ −5, cp ≥ 3, −cp ≥ −9} are the constraints for
the length of p, {aq ≥ 0, −aq ≥ −1, cq ≥ 2} are the constraints for the length of q and
{rp,q ≥ 1} are the reachability constraints. Note that we do not have constraints for the
upper bound of the cyclic length of q and for the reachability of p to q since the upper
bound of the cyclic length of q is ∞ and the reachability of p to q is >R in d.
Functions Auxiliary Abstract Domain We now define the functions auxiliary abstract
domain. In contrast to the functions auxiliary abstract domain of the value decision
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>F

⊥F

>F

r : N|CH | → N

r : N|CH | → N

⊥F

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.2: Hasse diagrams defining the approximation order 4F [D] (a) and the computational order vF [D] (b) of the functions abstract domain.
tree it is not parametrized by a numerical domain but instead builds on the heap abstract domain D. The elements of the functions auxiliary abstract domain belong to the
following set:
F = {⊥F , >F } ∪ {r : N|CL | → N | r(ap1 , cp1 , . . . , apk , cpk )
def

= c1 ap1 + c2 cp1 , . . . , c2k apk + c2k+1 cpk c2k+2 }

(4.5)

which consists of the natural valued affine functions of the symbolic variables for the
acyclic and the cyclic lengths of the references.
We now define the computational order vF and the approximation order 4F for the
heap decision trees analogously to the original definition. For defined leaf nodes the
orders are identical and are defined as follows:
r1 4F [D] r2 ⇐⇒ ∀s ∈ γD (D) : r1 (a(p1 , f, s), c(p1 , f, s) . . . , a(pk , f, s), c(pk , f, s))
≤ r2 (a(p1 , f, s), c(p1 , f, s) . . . , a(pk , f, s), c(pk , f, s))
(4.6)
r1 vF [D] r2 ⇐⇒ ∀s ∈ γD (D) : r1 (a(p1 , f, s), c(p1 , f, s) . . . , a(pk , f, s), c(pk , f, s))
≤ r2 (a(p1 , f, s), c(p1 , f, s) . . . , a(pk , f, s), c(pk , f, s))
(4.7)
where D ∈ D is an element of the heap abstract domain representing the linear constraints satisfied along the path to the compared leaf nodes and the functions a and
c return the acyclic and cyclic length of p using the field f in the state s (cf. Definition 3.2.1). When one or both leaf nodes are undefined, the approximation order and
computational order are defined by the Hasse diagrams in Figure 4.2 (a) and 4.2 (b)
respectively.
As in the original definition a leaf node, together with its path from the root of the
decision tree, represents a (piece of a) partial natural-valued functions of program states.
We define the following concretization-based abstraction:
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γF [D]

hState * O, 4i ←− hF, 4F i
where D ∈ D represents the path to the leaf node. The concretization function γF : D →
F → (State * O) is defined as follows:
def
γF [D]⊥F = ∅˙
def

γF [D]r = λs ∈ γD (D) : r(a(p1 , f, s), c(p1 , f, s) . . . , a(pk , f, s), c(pk , f, s)))
def
γF [D]>F = ∅˙

(4.8)

which means that for a defined leaf node we evaluate the ranking function r by substituting the symbolic variables for the length using the functions a and c defined in
Definition 3.2.1. Note that both ⊥F and >F represent the totally undefined function
and are used to represent parts of the ranking function that might not terminate.
Decision Trees Abstract Domain We now define the heap decision trees abstract domain. The domain uses the heap abstract domain D (cf. Chapter 3) as the underlying
abstraction for the constraints and the functions auxiliary abstract domain F for the
leafs. Analogously to the value decision trees, the elements of the heap decision trees
belong to the following set:
def

T = {LEAF : r | r ∈ F} ∪ {NODE{c} : t1 ; t2 | c ∈ C, t1 , t2 ∈ T }

(4.9)

where F is defined in Equation 4.5 and C is defined in Equation 4.1.
The concretization function γT : D → T → (State * O) is defined analogously to the
original definition:
def

γT t = γ̄T [∅]t

(4.10)

where γ̄T : D → T → (State * O) accumulates into a set C ∈ P(C) (initially empty) the
linear constraints satisfied along the paths of the decision tree up to a leaf node, where
the concretization function returns a partially defined function:
def

γ̄T [C]LEAF : r = γF [αC (C)]r
def
γ̄T [C]NODE{c} : t1 ; t2 = γ̄T [C ∪ {c}]t1 ∪˙ γ̄T [C ∪ {¬c}]t2

For the definition of the operators we will use the same set as in Equation 4.4:
def

TNIL = {NIL} ∪ {LEAF : r | r ∈ F} ∪ {NODE{c} : t1 ; t2 | c ∈ C, t1 , t2 ∈ TNIL }

(4.11)

We have intentionally defined the heap decision trees very similar to the value decision
trees to be able to reuse the operators for the order (cf. Section 4.1.2), the join (cf.
Section 4.1.3), step (cf. Section 4.1.4) and the widening (cf. Section 4.1.5).
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4.2.2 Fixed Partitions
We make an important assumption for our heap decision trees: for each reference p ∈ Ref
we assume that we always have fixed partitions for null (i.e., ap = 0, cp = 0), for only
cycles (i.e., ap = 0, cp ≥ 1) and for the rest. To clarify, let us consider the following
example:
Example 4.2.2. We consider a program with Ref = {p} and a decision tree consisting
only of a leaf node with the ranking function r ∈ F shown in 4.3 (a). Figure 4.3 (b)
shows an equivalent tree which satisfies our assumptions.
cp − 1 ≥ 0

ap − 1 ≥ 0

r

(a)

r

ap − 1 ≥ 0

r

r

r

(b)

Figure 4.3: A decision tree consisting of a single leaf node with the ranking function r
(a) and an equivalent decision tree satisfying the assumptions on partitions.
The partition for null is represented by the red leaf node (satisfying the constraints
cp < 1 and ap < 1), the partition for only cycles is represented by the blue leaf node
(satisfying the constraints cp ≥ 1 and ap < 1) and the rest is represented by the green
leaf nodes.
This gives us the fixed partitions discussed in Section 3.4.1 which allows us to use the
more precise transformers of the heap abstract domain.

4.2.3 Collect
We now define the auxiliary algorithm collect which, given a decision tree, collects all
partitions together with their ranking functions. The algorithm is later used to define
the backward assignment and filter operators.
The algorithm is defined in Algorithm 1. The main function collect, given a heap decision tree t ∈ TNIL , calls the auxiliary function collect-aux. The function collectaux accumulates into a set C ∈ P(C) (initially empty, cf. Line 10) the heap constraints
encountered along the paths of the decision trees. Encountering a NIL node (cf. Line
2) the empty set is returned, for a defined leaf node a pair of its ranking function and
the partition represented by the accumulated constraints in C is returned (cf. Line 3)
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and for a decision node the union of the collected pairs of the left and right subtree is
returned.
Algorithm 1 Collect
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:

. t ∈ TNIL , C ∈ P(C)

function collect-aux(t, C)
if isNil(t) then return ∅
else if isLeaf(t) then return (γC (C), t.r)
else if isNode(t) then
l ← collect-aux(t.l, C ∪ {t.c})
r ← collect-aux(t.r, C ∪ {¬t.c})
return l ∪ r

8:

.t∈T

function collect(t)
10:
return collect-aux(t, ∅)
9:

To clarify, let us consider the following example:
Example 4.2.3. Let us consider the heap decision tree t ∈ TNIL shown in Figure 4.4.
ap − 3 ≥ 0
ap − 2 ≥ 0

NIL

ap − 1 ≥ 0

r1
r2

⊥F

Figure 4.4: Decision tree used in Example 4.2.3.
Tree collect of t returns the set {(d1 , r1 ), (d2 , r2 ), (d3 , ⊥F )} where
d1 = αC ({ap − 3 < 0, ap − 2 ≥ 0}) = ({p 7→ ([2, 2], [0, ∞])}, ∅)
d2 = αC ({ap − 3 < 0, ap − 2 < 0, ap − 1 ≥ 0)} = ({p 7→ ([1, 1], [0, ∞])}, ∅)
d3 = αC ({ap − 3 < 0, ap − 2 < 0, ap − 1 < 0)} = ({p 7→ ([0, 0], [0, ∞])}, ∅)
There is no pair for the NIL leaf since NIL leaf nodes are ignored in the algorithm (cf.
Line 2 in Algorithm 1). Note that since the length is a natural number the constraint
ap − 1 < 0 implies that the acyclic length of a is equal to zero.
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4.2.4 Make-Tree
We now define the auxiliary algorithm make-tree which is used to create a decision tree
from a set of partition and ranking function pairs. The algorithm is later used to define
the backward assignment and filter. Note that make-tree is the inverse of collect,
i.e., given a heap decision tree t ∈ TNIL we have t = make-tree(collect(t)).
The algorithm is defined in Algorithm 2. The main function make-tree, given a set
of partition and ranking function pairs D ∈ P(D × F), iterates over all pairs and for
each pair (d, r) first creates a tree t0 only containing the partition d with the ranking
function r using the function build and then merges the current tree t (initialized to
the empty tree NIL) and t0 using the approximation join gT . Note that the check at
line 6 makes sure that the resulting decision tree is in the canonical representation for
decision trees (cf. Section 4.1.1).
Algorithm 2 Make-Tree
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

function build(C, r)
. C ∈ P(C), r ∈ F
if C = ∅ then
return LEAF{r}
else
c ← max C
. c is the largest linear constraint appearing in C
if ¬c <c c then
. c is normalized
return NODE{c} : build(C \ {c}, r), NIL
else
. c is not normalized
return NODE{¬c} : NIL, build(C \ {c}, r)

10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:

function make-tree(D)
t ← NIL
for all (d, r) ∈ D do
t0 ← build(αC (d), r)
t ← t gT t0
return t

. D ∈ P(D × F)

4.2.5 Backward Assignment
We now define the operator B-ASSIGNT to handle backward reference assignments. For
this we first define the operator B-ASSIGNF to handle backward reference assignments
of the ranking functions. The operator B-ASSIGNF J p := rexp K : D → F → F, given a
heap abstraction D ∈ D of the linear constraints accumulated along the path to the leaf
node and a function r ∈ F is defined in Figure 4.5.
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def

B-ASSIGNF J p := null K[D]r = r[ap ← 0, cp ← 0] + 1
def

B-ASSIGNF J p := new K[D]r = r[ap ← 1, cp ← 0] + 1
def

B-ASSIGNF J p := q K[D]r = r[ap ← aq , cp ← cq ] + 1
def

B-ASSIGNF J p := p.n K[D]r = r[ap ← aq − 1] + 1
def

B-ASSIGNF J p := q.n K[D]r = r[ap ← aq − 1, cp ← cq ] + 1
def

B-ASSIGNF J p.f := null K[D]r = r[ap ← 1, cp ← 0] + 1
def

B-ASSIGNF J p.f := new K[D]r = r[ap ← 2, cp ← 0] + 1
def

B-ASSIGNF J p.f := p K[D]r = r[ap ← 0, cp ← 1] + 1

r[ap ← aq + 1, if l(p) vL ([1, ∞], [0, ∞])



c ← c ] + 1
and R vR (p, q)
p
q
def
B-ASSIGNF J p.f := q K[D]r =

and NR vR (q, p))



>D
otherwise

Figure 4.5: Backwards assignment operator B-ASSIGNF for the functions auxiliary abstract domain.
We can use the information the statement gives us to substitute the symbolic variables
in r. For example the statement p := null gives us the information that p points to null
in the post state, which means that the acyclic and cyclic lengths of p are zero, i.e., we
can substitute ap and cp with zero in r. Then the result of B-ASSIGNF J p := null K is the
substituted ranking function increment by one to take into account that one more program execution step is needed before termination. Note that we substitute all symbolic
variables that might get affected by the changes to the partitions. The substitution for
the assignment p.f := q is only precise for the case in which the transformer for the heap
abstraction is precise (cf. Equation 3.22).
To clarify, let us consider the following example:
Example 4.2.4. We consider a program with Ref = {p, q} and Field = {f }. Let
r = λap , cp , aq , cq . ap + cp be a ranking function and D ∈ D be a heap abstraction
representing the linear constraints representing the domain of r in the post state of
the statement p := q. The result of the backward assignment is r0 = B-ASSIGNF J p :=
q K[D]r = r[ap ← aq , cp ← cq ] + 1 = λap , cp , aq , cq . aq + cq + 1. We have substituted
the symbolic variables of p with the symbolic variables of q since p and q point to the
same location in the post state.
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We now define the operator B-ASSIGNT to handle backward reference assignments of
heap decision trees. An assignment might impact multiple constraints within the decision
nodes as well as some functions within the leaf nodes. Since we cannot manipulate
the linear constraints independently we collect all leaf nodes together with the path
leading to them (which represents a partition of the domain of the ranking function),
perform the backward assignment on both the partition and the ranking function and
then create a new heap decision tree from all the resulting constraints and functions.
This is implemented in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Backward Assignment
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

function bwd-assign-aux(D)
. D ⊆ P(D × F)
if D = ∅ then
return ∅
else
. D has at least one element
(d, r) ← some element in D
return (B-ASSIGND (d), B-ASSIGNF [d](r)) ∪ bwd-assign-aux(D \ (d, r))

7:

function clean(t)
. t ∈ TNIL
9:
if isNil(t) then return LEAF{⊥F }
10:
else if isLeaf(t) then return t
11:
else if isNode(t) then return NODE{t.c} : clean(t.l), clean(t.r)
8:

12:

function bwd-assign(tpost )
dpost ← collect(tpost )
15:
dpre ← bwd-assign-aux(dpost )
16:
tpre ← make-tree(dpre )
17:
return clean(tpre )
13:

.t∈T

14:

The main function bwd-assign, given a heap decision tree t ∈ T , calls the auxiliary
function collect (cf. Algorithm 1) to collect all partitions together with their ranking
functions (cf. Line 14 in Algorithm 3). The function then calls the auxiliary function
bwd-assign-aux which, given a set of partitions and ranking functions, applies the
backward assignment to the partition and the ranking functions and returns the resulting
set (cf. Line 15 in Algorithm 3). The transformed set is then merged back into a decision
tree using the auxiliary function make-tree defined in Section 4.2.4 (cf. Line 16 in
Algorithm 3). Finally all NIL nodes in the merged tree get substituted by leaf nodes
with ⊥F , using the auxiliary function clean, and the resulting tree is returned (cf. Line
17 in Algorithm 3).
To clarify, let us consider the following example:
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def

def

Example 4.2.5. We consider a program with Var = {p, q} and Field = {f }. Figure
4.6 (a) shows a decision tree t ∈ T in the post state of the statement p := p.f .
cp − 1 ≥ 0
cp − 1 ≥ 0
⊥F

⊥F

ap − 2 ≥ 0

λap , cp . 2(ap − 1) + 2

ap − 1 ≥ 0

λap , cp . 2ap + 1

λap , cp . 3

ap − 3 ≥ 0
ap − 2 ≥ 0
ap − 1 ≥ 0

λap , cp .4

λap , cp . 1

(a)

λap , cp . 2

⊥F

(b)

Figure 4.6: Decision tree used in Example 4.2.5.
The function bwd-assign first collects all partitions together with their ranking functions (cf. Line 14 in Algorithm 3):
(d1 , r1 ) = (({p 7→ ([0, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅), ⊥F )
(d2 , r2 ) = (({p 7→ ([2, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅), λap , cp . 2ap + 1)
(d3 , r3 ) = (({p 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅), λap , cp . 3)
(d4 , r4 ) = (({p 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅), λap , cp . 1)
The second step then applies B-ASSIGND to the partitions and B-ASSIGNF to the ranking
functions (cf. Line 15 in Algorithm 3):
(d01 , r10 ) = (B-ASSIGND J p := p.n K(d1 ), B-ASSIGNF J p := p.n K[d1 ](r1 ))
= (({p 7→ ([0, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅), ⊥F )

(d02 , r20 )

= (B-ASSIGND J p := p.n K(d2 ), B-ASSIGNF J p := p.n K[d1 ](r2 ))

= ({p 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅), λap , cp . 2(ap − 1) + 1)
(d03 , r30 )

= (B-ASSIGND J p := p.n K(d3 ), B-ASSIGNF J p := p.n K[d1 ](r3 ))

= ({p 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅), λap , cp . 4)
(d04 , r40 )

= (B-ASSIGND J p := p.n K(d4 ), B-ASSIGNF J p := p.n K[d1 ](r4 ))

= ({p 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅), λap , cp . 2)
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Note that the acyclic length of d01 is 0 since it is possible to have only a cycle in d1 and
stay in this cycle (cf. Equation 3.17 and Example 3.4.6). Since the partitions d01 , . . . , d04
do not overlap the result of make-tree is simply a tree representing all partitions
with their ranking functions shown in Figure 4.6 (b). Note that without the final step in
Algorithm 3, which removes NIL nodes in the merged decision tree, the resulting decision
tree would contain a NIL node for the partition ({p 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) since it is not
defined.
Lemma 4.2.1. In absence of run-time errors, for a reference assignment p := rexp the
backward assignment operator B-ASSIGNT J p := rexp K is a sound over-approximation
of τT J p := rexp K defined in Figure 2.6, i.e., τT J p := rexp K(γD (t)) 4
γT (B-ASSIGNT J p := rexp K(t)).
def

def

Proof. Let C = τT J p := rexp K(γT (t)) and let A = γT (B-ASSIGNT J p := rexp K(t)). We
prove that dom(C) ⊇ dom(A) and ∀s ∈ dom(A) : C(s) ≤ A(s).
Let us assume, by absurd, that dom(C) ⊂ dom(A). Then, there exists a state s ∈
State such that s ∈ dom(A) and s 6∈ dom(C). This means that there is some defined
node in B-ASSIGNT J p := rexp K(t) which is responsible for s. Since make-tree merges
both over-approximations of the terminating states and over-approximations of the nonterminating states and favors undefined nodes, s cannot be a non-terminating state which
means s ∈ dom(C) which is absurd. Therefore, we conclude that dom(C) ⊇ dom(A).
We now show ∀s ∈ dom(A) : C(s) ≤ A(s). We have, by the definition of τT J p := rexp K
that C(s) = sup{(γT [D]t)(e[p ← v], s) + 1 | v ∈ JrexpK}. As noted in the definition of
the semantics of reference expression (cf. Section 2.2), we either have one element in
J rexp K or zero in case of a null dereference. Since we assume that we have no run-time
errors we have C(s) = (γT [D]t)(e[p ← v], s) + 1 where v ∈ J rexp K. By the definition of
B-ASSIGNT (cf. Algorithm 3), we apply B-ASSIGNF [D] to each ranking function r in the
leaf nodes of t, where D ∈ D is a heap abstraction of the partition over which r is defined.
C(s) ≤ A(s) follows from the fact that the substitutions made by B-ASSIGNF [D] do not
change the value of the ranking function, while making sure that the assignment on the
partition over which the function is defined does not impact the ranking function.
Lemma 4.2.2. In absence of run-time errors, for a reference assignment p.f := rexp the
backward assignment operator B-ASSIGNT J p.f := rexp K is a sound over-approximation
of τT J p.f := rexp K defined in Figure 2.6, i.e., τT J p.f := rexp K(γD (t)) 4
γT (B-ASSIGNT J p.f := rexp K(t)).
Proof. Analogous to the proof of Lemma 4.2.1.

4.2.6 Filter
We now define the operator FILTERT to handle filter statements. FILTERD preserves all
paths in the decision trees that are feasible and disregards all paths that can never be
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followed according to the filter condition. This is implemented in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 4 Filter
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:

function filter-aux(D)
. D ⊆ P(D × F)
if D = ∅ then
return ∅
else
. D has at least one element
(d, r) ← some element in D
return (FILTERD (d), STEP(r)) ∪ filter-aux(D \ (d, r))

7:

function filter(tpost )
dpost ← collect(tpost )
10:
dpre ← filter-aux(dpost )
11:
tpre ← make-tree(dpre )
12:
return tpre
8:

.t∈T

9:

The algorithm for filter is the same as the algorithm for backward assignment (cf.
Algorithm 3), except that we use FILTERD for the domain and STEP on the ranking
function (cf. Line 6 in Algorithm 4) and that we do not remove NIL nodes since they
are used to represent empty parts of the ranking function.

4.2.7 Abstract Definite Termination Semantics
The operators for join, meet, step and widening of the value decision trees and the
operators for backward assignment and filter of the heap decision tree can now be used
to define the abstract termination semantics analogous to [Urb15b, Section 5.3].
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τT\ J skip Kt = STEPT (t)
def
τT\ J x := aexp Kt = B-ASSIGNT J x := aexp K(t)
def
τT\ J x.f := aexp Kt = B-ASSIGNT J x.f := aexp K(t)
def
τT\ J x := rexp Kt = B-ASSIGNT J x := rexp K(t)
def
τT\ J x.f := rexp Kt = B-ASSIGNT J x.f := rexp K(t)
def
τT\ J if bexp then stmt1 else stmt2 fi Kt = F1\ [t] gT F2\ [f ]
def
F1\ [t] = FILTERT J bexp K(τT\ J stmt1 Kt)
def
F2\ [t] = FILTERT J not bexp K(τT\ J stmt2 Kt)
def
τT\ J while l bexp do stmt od Kt = lfp\ φ\T
def
φ\T (x) = F \ [x] gT FILTERT J not bexp K(t)
def
F \ [x] = FILTERT J bexp K(τT\ J stmt Kx)
def
τT\ J stmt1 stmt2 Kt = τT\ J stmt1 K(τT\ J stmt2 Kt)
def

Figure 4.7: Abstract termination semantics of instructions stmt. The new rules are highlighted in gray.
In Figure 4.7 we define the abstract termination semantics τT\ J stmt K : T → T , for each
program instruction stmt analogously to the original definition in [Urb15b, Section 5.3].
The new rules, highlighted in gray, are analogous to the original rules. The function
τT\ J stmt K, given a heap decision tree over-approximating the ranking function in the
post state of the instruction stmt returns a heap decision tree, which over-approximates
the ranking function in the pre state of stmt. The termination semantics τT\ J prog K ∈ T
of program prog returns a heap decision tree over-approximating the ranking function
corresponding to the initial program control point iJprogK based on the input LEAF :
λap1 , cp1 , . . . , apk , cpk . 0:
Definition 4.2.1 (Abstract Termination Semantics). The abstract termination semantics τT\ J prog K ∈ T of a program prog is:
τT\ J prog K = τT\ J stmt K = τT\ J stmt KLEAF : λap1 , cp1 , . . . , apk , cpk . 0
def

(4.12)

where the abstract termination semantics τT\ J stmt K ∈ T → T of each program instruction stmt is defined in Figure 4.7.
Theorem 4.2.3. The abstract termination semantics τT\ J prog K ∈ T is a sound abstraction of the termination semantics τT J prog K ∈ State → O, i.e., τT J prog K 4 γT (τT\ J prog K).

Proof (Sketch). The proof follows from the soundness of the operators of the value decision trees for step, test, loop instruction and the widening (cf. Lemma 5.2.8, Lemma
5.2.15, Lemma 5.2.16 and Lemma 5.2.24 in [Urb15b, Appendix A]), the soundness of
the operators for backward assignment of the heap decision trees (cf. Lemma 4.2.1 and
Lemma 4.2.2) and the assumption that Num = ∅.
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4.2.8 Example
We conclude this section with a detailed analysis of an example program using the heap
decision trees. To make the presentation easier, instead of showing the decision tree, we
list the partitions together with their ranking functions, as would be returned by the
collect algorithm defined in Section 4.2.3, separated by a question mark.
Example 4.2.6. Let us consider again the list traversal of Example 1.0.1:
while 1 (l 6= null) do
2 l := l.next
od3
We present the analysis of the program using the field next as parameter for the heap
abstract domain. The starting point is the zero function at the program final control
point:
3:
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 0
({l 7→ ([1, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 0
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 0
({l 7→ ([1, ∞], [1, ∞]}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 0
Note that we have the fixed partitions as defined in Section 4.2.2. The ranking function
is then propagated backwards towards the program initial control point taking the loop
into account:
1:
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 1
({l 7→ ([1, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([1, ∞], [1, ∞]}, ∅) ? ⊥F
The first iteration of the loop is able to conclude that the program terminates in at
most one program step if the loop condition l 6= null is not satisfied. Then, at program
control point 2, the operator B-ASSIGNT gives us the following decision tree:
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2:
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 2
({l 7→ ([2, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([2, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
The only terminating partition is the state where the acyclic length of l is one, i.e. l
is a list of length one. The second iteration concludes that the program terminates in
at most three steps when l has acyclic length 1 and cyclic length 0, and in at most one
step if l is null:
1:
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 1
({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 3
({l 7→ ([2, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([2, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
This pattern continues in the third iteration:
1:
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 1
({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 3
({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 5
({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
At which point the widening (cf. Section 4.1.5) extrapolates the ranking function on the
partitions over which it is not yet defined:
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1:
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 1
({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 3
({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 5
({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 2al + 1
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
Note that the widening extrapolated the ranking function for the remaining acyclic
partitions to be λal , cl . 2al + 1. The fourth iteration passes all checks (cf. Section
4.1.5) and is a fixpoint. The fixpoint represents the following piecewise-defined ranking
function:


1
a(l, next, s) = 0 ∧ c(l, next, s) = 0





a(l, next, s) = 1 ∧ c(l, next, s) = 0
3
λ(e, s). 5
a(l, next, s) = 2 ∧ c(l, next, s) = 0



2 · a(l, next, s) + 1 a(l, next, s) ≥ 3 ∧ c(l, next, s) = 0




undefined
otherwise
where the functions a and c are defined in Definition 3.2.1. The ranking function proves
that the program is terminating for all acyclic lists.

4.3 Combined Decision Trees
In this section we informally show how we can combine the value decision trees of Section
4.1 and the heap decision trees of Section 4.2. The combination is based on the fact that
the numerical domains used in the value decision trees only abstract numerical variables
and the heap abstract domain used in the heap decision trees only abstracts references.
We can create a combined abstraction where the numerical abstraction is responsible for
the numerical variables and the heap abstraction is responsible for the references.
The formalization of the combined decision trees is then analogous to the heap decision
trees with the following differences: we use the combined abstraction as underlying abstraction for the linear constraints. Since the value decision trees have linear constraints
over the numerical variables and the heap decision trees have linear constraints over the
symbolic variables a correspondence between elements of the combined abstract domain
and the linear constraints can easily be defined. For the functions auxiliary domain we
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use a combination of the affine functions over numerical variables (cf. Section 4.1.1) and
the affine functions over the acyclic and cyclic lengths of references (cf. Section 4.2.1).
The backward assignment and filter are defined analogously to the definition in the heap
decision trees but, based on the type of the statement, use the corresponding underlying
abstraction.

4.3.1 Example
We conclude this section with a detailed analysis of an example program using the
combined decision trees. As in Section 4.2.8, instead of showing the tree, we list the
partitions together with their ranking functions, as would be returned by the collect
algorithm defined in Section 4.2.3, separated by a question mark. Note that an element
of the combined domain consists of a numerical abstraction for the integer variables
Num, and the heap abstraction for the references Ref. To facilitate the presentation, we
will list the constraints for the numerical domain.
Example 4.3.1. Let us consider the following program:
while 1 (i < 10) do
2 i := i + 1
od3
while 4 (l 6= null) do
5 l := l.next
od6
def

def

Note that we have Num = {i} and Ref = {l}. We present the analysis of the program
using the interval domain as the numerical domain and using the field next as parameter
for the heap abstract domain. The starting point is the zero function at the program
final control point:
6:
∅, ({l → ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 0
∅, ({l → ([1, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 0
∅, ({l → ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 0
∅, ({l → ([1, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 0
Note that, as in Example 4.2.6, we have the fixed partitions as defined in Section 3.4.1
and that we have no constraints in the numerical domain, i.e. i can have any value in Z.
We will not show the analysis of the second loop since it is already discussed in Example
4.2.6. The resulting decision tree at the third program control point is:
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3:
∅, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 1
∅, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 3
∅, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 5
∅, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2al + 1
∅, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
∅, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
∅, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
∅, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
The ranking function is then propagated backwards towards the program initial control
point taking the first loop into account:
1:
{i ≤ 9}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 4
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 6
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2al + 2
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
The first iteration is able to conclude that if i is greater than or equal to 10, the program
terminates for the acyclic lists using the ranking function from the previous loop. Note
that the values are increased by one because of the test in the first loop. Then, at control
point 2, the operator B-ASSIGNT gives us the following partitions:
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2:
{i ≤ 8}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 9}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 3
{i ≥ 9}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 5
{i ≥ 9}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 7
{i ≥ 9}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2al + 3
{i ≥ 9}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 9}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 9}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 9}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
The assignment to i changes the numerical value the of the partitions over which the
decision tree is defined and increases the value of the ranking function by one. The
second iteration gives us the following decision tree:
1:
{i ≤ 8}, ({l 7→ ([0, ∞], [0, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 4
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 6
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 8
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2al + 4
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 4
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 6
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2al + 2
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
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This pattern continues in the third iteration:
1:
{i ≤ 7}, ({l 7→ ([0, ∞], [0, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 8}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 6
{i = 8}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 8
{i = 8}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 10
{i = 8}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2al + 6
{i = 8}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 8}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 8}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 8}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 4
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 6
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 8
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2al + 4
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 4
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 6
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2al + 2
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
At which point the widening (cf. Section 4.1.5) extrapolates the ranking function on the
partitions over which it is not yet defined:
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1:
{i ≤ 8}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. − 2i + 22
{i ≤ 8}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. − 2i + 24
{i ≤ 8}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. − 2i + 26
{i ≤ 8}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2al − 2i + 22
{i ≤ 8}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≤ 8}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≤ 8}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≤ 8}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 4
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 6
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 8
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2al + 4
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i = 9}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 4
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 6
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl , i. 2al + 2
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
{i ≥ 10}, ({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
Note that the widening extrapolated the ranking function for the remaining values of i.
The fourth iteration passes all checks (cf. Section 4.1.5) and is a fixpoint.

5 Implementation
5.1 FuncTion
We have implemented the heap abstract domain (cf. Chapter 3), the heap decision trees
(cf. Section 4.2) and the combined decision trees (cf. Section 4.3) in FuncTion. This
includes the following changes to FuncTion:
Parser The parser was extended to support the new language constructs described in
Section 2.1. We have implemented a more general grammar than described in this report
which allows nested dereferences such as p.f.f . We also collect type information during
the semantic analysis to be able to distinguish between integer variables and references.
Bounds In FuncTion abstractions of the invariance semantics (cf. Section 2.3) are implemented using the BOUND interface. BOUND implementations represent the domain
of a piecewise-defined ranking function and are used as the underlying abstraction for
its linear constraints (cf. Section 4.1.1). There are three existing BOUND implementations: one for the interval abstract domain [CC76], one for the polyhedra abstract domain [CH78] and one for the octagons abstract domain [Min06]. We have implemented
two new bounds: the first, called HeapBound, is the heap abstraction introduced in
Chapter 3. The second, called CombinedBound, is the combined bound briefly described
in Section 4.3. The bounds also contain the correspondence between the constraints and
the bound.
Function In FuncTion the function auxiliary domains are implemented using the FUNCTION interface. FUNCTION implementations represent the value of a piecewise-defined
ranking function. There are two existing FUNCTION implementations: one for affine
functions over numerical variables and ordinal valued functions, which we have not
discussed in this thesis. We have implemented two new functions: the first, called HeapAffines, is the functions auxiliary domain described in Section 4.2.1. The second, called
CombinedAffines, is a combination of the functions auxiliary domain for values and the
functions auxiliary domain for heaps briefly described in Section 4.3.
Domain In FuncTion abstractions of the termination semantics (cf. Section 2.4) are implemented using the DOMAIN interface. DOMAIN implementations represent piecewise-
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defined ranking functions. The value decision trees is the only existing domain implementation (cf. Section 4.1.1). We have implemented two new domains: the first, called
HeapDomain, is the heap decision tree domain described in Section 4.2.1. The second, called CombinedDomain, is the combined decision tree domain briefly described in
Section 4.3.

5.2 Experimental Evaluation
We have evaluated the implementation in FuncTion using artificial programs as well as
small real world programs such as list traversal, sum of list values, tree traversal and
the Josephus problem. In the following we will present the most interesting programs
showing the benefits of our implementation as well as its limitations.
In the following we always use the combined decision trees of Section 4.3 parametrized
by the interval abstraction. We will use the same representation of the decision trees
used in the detailed analyses (cf. Section 4.2.8 and Section 4.3.1). To reduce clutter we
will not show the value abstraction if a program has no integer variables. We only define
Var, Field and which field f ∈ Field was used for the analysis if it is not clear from the
context.
A summary of the analysis results is shown in Table 5.1. In the column Precision
we use All to denote that termination could be proven for all terminating states, Few to
denote that termination could be proven only for a small finite subset of the terminating
states and None to denote that termination could not be proven for any states. The
column Time shows the average time the analysis took. The experiments were performed
on a system with a 2.4 GHz 8-Core CPU (Intel i7-6700) with 16GB of RAM, and running
Ubuntu 16.04.
Example
5.2.1
5.2.2
5.2.3
5.2.4
5.2.5
5.2.6
5.2.7
5.2.8
5.2.9
5.2.10

Description
List traversal
List traversal (two steps)
Unsatisfiable loop condition
Random choice
Sum of list values
Creation of acyclic list & traversal
Josephus Problem (extended)
Josephus Problem
Heap value
Tree traversal for field left
Tree traversal for field right

Precision
All
Few
All
All
All
All
Few
All
None
None
None

Table 5.1: Summary of the analysis results.

Time
0.036s
0.160s
0.004s
0.028s
4.376s
0.472s
0.904s
0.944s
0.004s
0.007s
0.006s
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Note that for Example 5.2.10 we have two entries since the analysis was run for two
fields. In the following we will discuss each example in detail.
Example 5.2.1. Let us again consider the list traversal shown in Example 1.0.1 and in
the detailed analysis in Example 4.2.6:
while 1 (l 6= null) do
2 l := l.next
od3
The result of the analysis gives us the following decision tree at the initial control point:
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 1
({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 3
({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 5
({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 2al + 1
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([3, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
The analysis returns a decision tree representing the ranking function described in the
introduction in Example 1.0.1 and therefore is able to find all terminating states.
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Example 5.2.2. Let us consider the following program:
while 1 (l 6= null) do
2 l := l.next
3 l := l.next
od4
The program loops over a list by following the field next twice each iteration. The result
of the analysis gives us the following decision tree at the initial control point:
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 1
({l 7→ ([1, 1], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([2, 2], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 4
({l 7→ ([3, 3], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([4, 4], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 7
({l 7→ ([5, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? >F
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([1, 1], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([3, 3], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([4, 4], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([5, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
The analysis is able to prove termination if l is an acyclic list of length zero, two, or
four. However it is not possible to represent all terminating states in a summarized
form using the heap abstract domain since it cannot represent the fact that the acyclic
length must be even. Note that >F for the partition ({l 7→ ([5, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) is caused
by the widening trying to guess a ranking function and, after failing to do so, marking
the partition with >F so it is ignored in further iterations.
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Example 5.2.3. Let us consider the following program:
while 1 (l = null and l = l.next) do
2 l := l.next
od3
The result of the analysis returns the following decision tree at the initial control point:
>D ? λal , cl . 1
The program terminates in one step for any input which is correct since it is impossible
for both l = null and l = l.next to be satisfied by any heap configuration, which means
that the loop body never gets executed.

Example 5.2.4. Let us consider the following program:
while 1 (l 6= null) do
if 2 ? then
3 l := l.next
else
4 skip
fi
od5
Note that in the body of the loop either l is updated to l.next or skip is executed,
chosen at random. The result of the analysis gives us the following decision tree at the
initial control point:
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 1
({l 7→ ([1, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({l 7→ ([1, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
The program terminates in one step if l is null and it is unknown whether the program
terminates for any other input. Indeed, l being null, is the only terminating state since
it is possible that every iteration of the loop executes skip, which means that any state
where l is not null might not terminate.

Example 5.2.5. Let us consider the following program:
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1s

:= 0
while 2 (l 6= null and r 6= null) do
3 s := l.value + t.value
4 l := l.next
5 r := r.next
od6
def

def

def

Note that we have Num = {s}, Ref = {l, r} and Field = {value, next}. The program
creates a sum of the values of the two lists pointed to by l and r as long as both l and
r are not null. Similar to the list traversal (cf. Example 5.2.1) the program does not
terminate if both l and r point to a cycle. The result of the analysis gives us more than
50 partitions. In all partitions s can be any value. To save space we will only show the
heap abstraction. In the following we show some of the interesting partitions. For all
partitions where both l or r point to a cyclic list the value of the ranking function is
undefined:
({l → ([0, 0], [1, ∞]), r → ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, {(l, r) → >R , (r, l) → >R }) ? ⊥F
({l → ([1, 1], [1, ∞]), r → ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, {(l, r) → >R , (r, l) → >R }) ? ⊥F
({l → ([2, 2], [1, ∞]), r → ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, {(l, r) → >R , (r, l) → >R }) ? ⊥F
({l → ([3, ∞], [1, ∞]), r → ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, {(l, r) → >R , (r, l) → >R }) ? ⊥F
...
For all other partitions the analysis is able to prove termination:
({l → ([0, ∞], [0, ∞]), r → ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, {(l, r) → >R , (r, l) → >R }) ? λal , cl , ar , cr . 2
({l → ([3, ∞], [0, 0]), r → ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, {(l, r) → >R , (r, l) → >R }) ? λal , cl , ar , cr .
4al + 2
({l → ([3, ∞], [0, 0]), r → ([3, ∞], [0, 0])}, {(l, r) → >R , (r, l) → >R }) ? λal , cl , ar , cr .
4al + 4ar − 10
...

Example 5.2.6. Let us consider the following program:
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while 1 (i < 10) do
2 i := i + 1
3 t := new
4 t.next := l
5 l := t
od6
while 7 (l 6= null) do
8 l := l.next
od9
def

def

Note that we have Num = {i} and Ref = {l, t}. The first loop adds i + 10 elements to
the list pointed to by l and the second loop traverses the list. The program terminates
for all states where l initially is acyclic. For all partitions where l has a cycle the value
of the ranking function is undefined. For all other partitions the analysis is able to prove
termination:
{i ≥ 10}, ({l → ([3, ∞], [0, 0]), t → ([0, ∞], [0, ∞]}, {(l, t) → >R , (t, l) → >R }) ?
λal , cl , at , ct , i. 2al + 2
{i < 8}, ({l → ([3, ∞], [0, 0]), t → ([0, ∞], [0, ∞]}, {(l, t) → >R , (t, l) → >R }) ?
λal , cl , at , ct , i. − 7i + 2al + 72
{i = 9}, ({l → ([1, 1], [0, 0]), t → ([0, ∞], [0, ∞]}, {(l, t) → >R , (t, l) → >R }) ?
λal , cl , at , ct , i. 11
...
By adding assignments i := 9 and l := new at the beginning of the program we select
the last partition and the analysis returns a decision tree consisting of a single node at
the initial control point:

{i → >I }, ({l → ([0, ∞], [0, 0]), t → ([0, ∞], [0, ∞]}, {(l, t) → >R , (t, l) → >R }) ?
λal , cl , at , ct , i. 13
which proves that the program terminates for any input. Note that the value is increased
by two because of the two additional statements.

Example 5.2.7. Let us consider the following extended version of Josephus Problem
which satisfies our simple grammar (cf. Section 2.1) and the assumptions we made for
the transformers of the heap analysis (cf. Chapter 3).
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while 1 (l 6= null) do
2 p := l.next
3 q := p.next
4 l.next := q
5 l := l.next
od6

Note that we have Ref = {l, p, q} where p and q are used as temporaries during the
execution of the loop. As discussed in Example 1.0.2 the program terminates for lists
that end in a cycle. The result of the analysis gives us the following decision tree at the
initial control point:
1:
({l 7→ ([0, 0], [1, 1]), p 7→ ([0, ∞], [0, ∞]), q 7→ ([0, ∞], [0, ∞])},
{(l, p) → >R , . . . , (q, p) → >R }) ? λal , cl , ap , cp , aq , cq . 1
({l 7→ ([2, 2], [1, 1]), p 7→ ([0, ∞], [0, ∞]), q 7→ ([0, ∞], [0, ∞])},
{(l, p) → >R , . . . , (q, p) → >R }) ? λal , cl , ap , cp , aq , cq . 6
({l 7→ ([4, 4], [1, 1]), p 7→ ([0, ∞], [0, ∞]), q 7→ ([0, ∞], [0, ∞])},
{(l, p) → >R , . . . , (q, p) → >R }) ? λal , cl , ap , cp , aq , cq . 11
...
The analysis is only able to prove termination for the cases where l points a list with
a single cycle at the end and either no acyclic part, an acyclic part of length two or
an acyclic part of length four. The problem is that the transformer for the statement
l.next := q is very imprecise for the cyclic case (cf. Equation 3.22). Improvements for
the heap abstraction which might help are discussed in Section 6.1.
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Example 5.2.8. As we have seen in Example 5.2.7 using the simplified grammar means
the analysis only finds three terminating states of the Josephus Problem. Since the
statement p.next := p.next.next makes it easier to define a precise transformer than the
general case p.next := q we have implemented this specific transformer in FuncTion. Let
us consider the following version of the Josephus Problem:
while 1 (l 6= null) do
2 l.next := l.next.next
2 l := l.next
od3
For all partitions where l does not have a cycle of the resulting ranking function is
undefined (which is correct, cf. Example 1.0.2). For all other partitions the analysis is
able to prove termination:
({l 7→ ([5, ∞], [1, 1])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 3al − 5
({l 7→ ([5, ∞], [2, 2])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 3al − 2
({l 7→ ([5, ∞], [3, ∞])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 3al + 3ac − 8
...
Although the programs of Example 5.2.7 and Example 5.2.8 are equivalent, having less
temporary variables makes the analysis more precise. We briefly discuss this as possible
future work in Section 6.1.
Example 5.2.9. Let us consider the following program:
while 1 (l.value ≤ 10) do
2 l := l.next
od3
Note that we have Field = {next, value} and that value is a numerical field. The result
of the analysis gives us the following decision tree at the initial control point:
>D ? ⊥F
The analysis is unable to prove termination for any state since the heap abstraction does
not abstract values in the heap.

Example 5.2.10. Let us consider the following program:
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while 1 (t 6= null) do
if 2 t.left 6= null? then
3 t := t.left
else
3 t := t.right
fi
od5

Note that we have Field = {left, right} and that both left and right are references. The
program traverses a tree like structure preferring the left subtree. It terminates if the
path, following left if possible and otherwise right, has no cycle. The result of the analysis
for both the left and the right fields gives us the following decision tree at the initial
control point:
({t 7→ ([0, 0], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? λal , cl . 1
({t 7→ ([1, ∞], [0, 0])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({t 7→ ([0, 0], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
({t 7→ ([1, ∞], [1, ∞])}, ∅) ? ⊥F
The analysis is unable to prove termination for any state, except null, since the heap
abstraction is very imprecise when multiple reference fields are involved.
Other tools such as AProVE [SAF+ 15] and Ultimate Automizer [ea15] are more advanced, as we can see on the results of the yearly termination competition1 , but are,
to our knowledge, not able to do conditional termination proofs. We were not able to
directly compare the results of our analysis with either tool since in our language an
uninitialized reference can have any value, while in the C category of the termination
competition an uninitialized reference leads to undefined behavior, which has to be reported 2 , and in Java all references are initialized (fields) or have to be initialized (local
variables). This means that almost all of our examples can not be directly translated
to C or Java. Most of the heap-manipulating programs of the termination competition
use features such as pointer arithmetic or constructors which are not supported in our
simple language (cf. Section 2.1). Still, some of our examples are inspired by existing
programs used in the termination competition.

1
2

http://termination-portal.org/wiki/Termination_Competition
http://termination-portal.org/wiki/C_Programs

6 Conclusion
In this thesis, we have presented a new heap abstract domain which is used to extend
FuncTion’s [Urb15a] termination abstract domain to prove termination of heap manipulating programs by abstract interpretation.
Our first contribution is a novel heap abstract domain (cf. Chapter 3). It is parametric
in the choice of a field and is used to abstract length and reachability information of
paths, only using the chosen field, in the heap. The abstraction is designed to be able
to abstract linked lists.
Our second contribution is the extension of the existing decision tree domain proposed in [Urb15b] to use the heap abstract domain (cf. Section 4.2). The result is an
abstract domain which is able to infer piecewise-defined ranking functions for programs
manipulating the heap. The experimental evaluation shows that the analysis is precise
for programs with little or no field updates. It is however unable to prove termination
for programs with multiple references and field updates, especially when cyclic lists are
involved.
Our last contribution is a combination of the existing decision tree domain, based
on numerical abstractions, and the newly developed termination abstraction for heap
manipulating programs (cf. Section 4.3). The result is an abstract domain that is able
to prove termination for programs not only manipulating lists but also values.

6.1 Future Work
In this section, we discuss possible future work related to this project.
Forward Analysis By defining transformers for forward assignments and a widening
for the heap abstract domain we could use a forward analysis to refine the backward
analysis, as is already done for the value decision trees in FuncTion. This could improve
the precision since some transformers might be easier to define in a forwards manner.
Syntax Assumptions The assumptions on the syntax, i.e., that we do not have nested
dereference expressions such as p.f.f = q, make the analysis of some programs less
precise as we have seen in Example 5.2.7 and Example 5.2.8. Lifting the assumption
means that the fixed partitioning, defined in Section 4.2.2, is not enough to be able to
precisely represent filter statements such as p.f.f 6= null. The partitioning should be
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dynamic or ideally the heap abstract domain itself should be partitioned already. We
have implemented the transformer for the assignment p.f = p.f.f , used in Example
5.2.8, but more work is still required.
Reachability using Bounds The current heap abstract domain only distinguishes between reachable and not reachable references. By using reachable or not reachable in a
number of steps we might be able to improve the precision of the transformer for the
statement p.f = q.
Values in the Heap Another possible improvement would be to keep track of values in
the heap, which is needed for examples such as Example 5.2.9. A simple implementation
could track intervals for each reference, representing the possible values reachable by
that reference.
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